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llicit trade viz smuggling,
counterfeiting and piracy are
considered as one of the world's
fastest growing economic activity.
They have spread adverse eﬀects
on trade, foreign investment,
employment, innovation, criminality,
environment, and most importantly,
on health of the consumers. It
escalates each day in scope and
magnitude. Over the period of last
ten years the magnitude of illicit
trade has grown from USD 650
billion to about USD 3 trillion. This
illegal business operation represents
10 per cent of the global trade and
has rightly been termed as the
prime criminal activity of the 21st
century by the FBI.

Illicit trade and transnational
organized crime are interlinked. It
restricts economic growth, individual
prosperity, and corporate
proﬁtability. Transnational organized
crime has close links with criminal
syndicates, both at national and
local levels. Such links result in
traﬃcking of people and goods; and
also support international terrorism.
No country is immune to the impact
of counterfeiting and smuggling and
no single sector can be said to be
an exception. The wide availability
of such products is one of the
biggest challenges faced by Indian
industry, impacting 'Brand India'
globally. According to a report by
FICCI CASCADE estimated loss to
only 7 industry sectors was Rs.

1,05,000 crores in 2013-14, with an
increase of 44% between 2011-12
and 2013-14. The total revenue loss
to the government on account of
this illicit trade was Rs. 39,000
crores in 2013-14 from these 7
sectors alone.
In another report published in the
year 2016 in respect of 5 top items
of smuggling, also highlighted the
large adverse impact of this illegal
activity on Indian economy and the
government’s revenue. In 2019
FICCI CASCADE’s study- 'Invisible
Enemy: Impact of Smuggling on
Indian Economy and Employment’
estimated that both revenue and
livelihood opportunity lost due to
smuggling in ﬁve speciﬁc industries.
According to the study the total
direct livelihood opportunity lost in
Textiles, Tobacco Products
(Cigarettes), Readymade Garments,
Capital Goods (Machinery and Parts)
and Consumer (Electronics)
Durables is about 5.01 lakh in
2017-18. This further leads to a
total livelihood opportunity loss in
the economy of about 16.36 lakh in
2017-18 due to backward linkage
and multiplier eﬀects of these ﬁve
industries.
Some of the factors responsible for
existence and continuity of the grey
market are: high proﬁtability, large
market size, tax arbitrage, easy
access to distribution channels, and
ease of concealing operations
coupled with inadequate
enforcement.
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FICCI CASCADE
Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Activities Destroying the Economy
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ICCI has been focusing on curbing the problem of growing illicit trade in
counterfeits, pass oﬀs and smuggled goods, and accordingly has dedicated a
forum by establishing CASCADE - Committee Against Smuggling and
Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the Economy. FICCI CASCADE is working
closely with the Industry and Government to create awareness on how
counterfeiting and smuggling has become a serious menace to public health
and safety, and why all concerned must address these important issues.
FICCI CASCADE has been successful in stirring an active debate on the menace
of smuggling and counterfeiting nationally through various awareness
programmes and initiatives engaging industry, policy makers, law enforcement
oﬃcials, voluntary organizations and consumer at large. Since its inception,
FICCI CASCADE has over the years organised various awareness programmes
and initiatives across the nation to ﬁght the hazards of counterfeiting, piracy
and smuggling. It has been successful in stirring an active debate on the topic
nationally and internationally. These awareness programs were well attended
comprising across sectors, consumer rights activists, youth, government
oﬃcials, the judiciary, police, customs and border enforcement oﬃcials, and
have received wide public appreciation and media coverage.
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FICCI CASCADE engages with various ministries at the National and State
level. CASCADE works closely with the Ministry of Consumer Aﬀairs in their
vision to protect the rights and interests of consumers, to spread awareness
about consumer rights, duties and responsibilities and to promote consumer
welfare by strengthening consumer movement in the country.
An integral part of FICCI CASCADE is to conduct multi-stakeholder dialogues focused
on identifying opportunities for joint action between governments, enforcement
agencies, international institutions and the private sector to combat illicit trade. In
furtherance of this mandate, CASCADE has organized 7 editions of its ﬂagship
international conference. The objective being to bring together and encourage
deliberations between the stakeholders on the alarming magnitude of unfair trade
practices such as counterfeiting, smuggling & piracy, and to spread awareness about
its adverse socio-economic impact. These forums saw overwhelming response in
terms of delegate participation, media coverage and witnessed a host of international
and national speakers who deliberated on the theme. Post conference reports and
suggestions were shared with policy makers at the highest levels.
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Theme- IMPACT OF COUNTERFEITING AND
SMUGGLING ON PERSONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
21-22 January 2021 | Virtual Edition

21st January

DAY 1

03:15 pm – 03:30 pm

LOGGING IN
Session Moderated by Mr. Arun Chawla, Deputy Secretary
General, FICCI
INAUGURAL SESSION

03:30 pm – 03:35 pm

Welcome Address
Mr. Uday Shankar, President, FICCI

03:35 pm – 03:45 pm

Special address by Guest of Honour
Mr. Kunio Mikuriya, Secretary General, World Customs
Organization

03:45 pm – 03:55 pm

Special Address
Justice Manmohan Sarin, Former Lokayukta, NCT of Delhi, Chief
Justice, High Court of Jammu & Kashmir, Judge, High Court of
Delhi and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE

03:55 pm – 04:10 pm

Inaugural Address by Chief Guest
Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon'ble Minister, Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Govt. of India

04:10 pm – 04:15 pm

Concluding Remarks by
Mr. Chetan Krishnaswamy, Vice President, Policy Public, Amazon

04:45 pm – 05:00 pm LOGGING IN
PLENARY SESSION 1
05:00 pm – 6:30 pm

Illicit trade amid public health crisis – Global perspectives
Amid the chaos created by the covid-19 pandemic and the various
policy responses designed to contain its spread, illicit players have
used the pandemic as an opportunity to increase their nefarious
activities, causing signiﬁcant damage on the economy of the nation,
health and safety of people worldwide.
Session will talk about:
▪ Mapping the impact of smuggling, counterfeiting and tax evasion on
public health
▪ Global and regional trends in the proliferation of smuggled,
counterfeit and spurious healthcare and essential items - What have
governments, and institutions been doing to address the problem?
▪ A comprehensive global strategy in achieving increased access to
quality, safe and licit products
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▪ Policy reforms and international cooperation for reduction and
deterrence of the risks in a post COVID scenario
Welcome Address: Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE
Session Chair: Mr. Najib Shah, Former Chairman, Central Board of
Indirect Taxes and Customs
Speakers:
▪ Mr. Jeﬀrey P. Hardy, Director General, Transnational Alliance to
Combat Illicit Trade (TRACIT)
▪ Mr. Huw Watkins, Head of Asia Policy, UK Intellectual Property
Oﬃce
▪ Mr. B. V. Kumar, Former Director General, Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence and Former Director General, Narcotic Control Bureau,
Govt. of India
▪ Mr. Renaud GAILLARD, Counsellor for Intellectual Property India &
South Asia, Embassy of France in India
22nd January

DAY 2

12:15 pm – 12:30 pm

LOGGING IN
PLENARY SESSION 2:

12:30 pm – 01:30 pm

INDUSTRY REACTS
Industry and businesses have an important role to play in addressing
the health and economic impacts of the COVID induced crisis. With
illicit players identifying new sources for supply of components and
packaging material, and the emergence of new markets for
manufacturing and import of counterfeit/smuggled goods, protecting
consumers as well as a company's brand identity is more important
than ever during the current challenging times.
Welcome Address: Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE
Industry Presentations:
Some Savings are not Worth It (FMCG Industry) – Mr. Sandeep Kaul,
Divisional Chief Executive, ITD, ITC Ltd.
Illicit Operators are Cashing the Crisis (Healthcare Industry) –
Mr. Milind Palany, Global Brand Protection Lead - India & South Asia,
Johnson & Johnson
Brand protection for consumer's protection (E-commerce Industry) –
Mr. Sumit Kapoor, Global Brand Relation Manager, APAC region,
Amazon

01:30 pm– 02: 45 pm

LUNCH BREAK

02:45 pm - 03:00 pm

LOGGING IN

03:00 pm – 04:15 pm

PLENARY SESSION 3
Placing Public Health and Safety at The Heart of The Fight Against
Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Counterfeiters and smugglers prey upon the vulnerabilities and takes
advantage of the average customer at any cost. The Covid-19
pandemic has played havoc on society and perhaps been the most
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inconvenient and vulnerable period for the public at large. The
current scenario creates an entirely new wave of threats and
consequences for consumers. Demand comes from consumers, so
engaging consumers, inﬂuencing public opinion and understanding
demand behavior are critical in the ﬁght against smuggling and
counterfeiting.
The session will talk about:
▪ What are the costs, health and safety risks to society from
counterfeit and smuggled consumer goods? What can
governments, businesses and consumers do to stop these
▪ Consumer protection and empowerment in the marketplace based
on consumer rights
▪ Co-ordinated strategies to build fair, safe, resilient and sustainable
economies through consumer protection
▪ Approaches to include consumer interest in anti-counterfeiting, antismuggling and brand protection strategies
Welcome Address: Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE
Session Chair - Mr. Hem Pande, Former Secretary, Dept. of
Consumer Aﬀairs, GoI and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE
Speakers:
▪ Ms. Ulla Sieber, IP Counsel, PUMA SE, Mr. Anuj Bedi, Legal
Counsel – Brand Protection, PUMA Sports India Pvt Ltd
▪ Ms. Delphine Sarfati- Sobreira, General Director, UNIFAB - Union
des Fabricants
▪ Ms. Bhaveka Ranparia, Manager Legal, Marico Limited
05:00 pm – 05: 15 pm LOGGING IN
05:15 pm – 06:30 pm

PLENARY SESSION 4
Quarantining Counterfeiting and Smuggling – Accelerate Action
Against Criminals
While governments across the globe are committed to ﬁghting this
crisis, there are also criminals who have been quick to seize the
opportunity to exploit the calamity. Needless to state that the
implications of the coronavirus pandemic for governance and law
enforcement is bound to be profound. With increasing number of
seizures/raids being reported every day, it is highly possible that the
total seizures may just be the tip of the iceberg of a much larger
criminal network. Illegal activities and related crimes are a serious
disrupting factor and diverts the efforts to ensure public health and
safety. That is why it is extremely vital to reinforce the ﬁght against
such crimes.
The session will talk about:
▪ Changes in the modus operandi of organized criminal groups
triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic
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▪ Cybercrime a growing coronacrime- Increased cyber-attacks, and
online scams aimed to proﬁt from the global health concern
▪ Turning intelligence into investigations and the importance of
generating, analyzing and sharing information
Welcome Address: Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE
Session Chair – Mr. D P Dash, Former Pr. Director-General, DRI and
Former Chairman, Enforcement Committee, World Customs
Organisation (WCO) and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE
Speakers
▪ Mr. Suvashis Choudhary, IPS, Jt. Commissioner of Police, Delhi
Police
▪ Mr. David M. Luna, President & CEO, Luna Global Networks and
Chair, Business at OECD, Anti-Illicit Trade Expert Group
▪ Mr. Donald Bruckschen, Criminal Intelligence Oﬃcer, Organized
and Emerging Crime Directorate, INTERPOL
▪ Col T. ISSMI Vincenzo Tuzi, Guardia di Finanza Attaché, Embassy
of Italy
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t has long been known that illicit trade in terms of counterfeiting and smuggling
make up a vast 'global businesses', representing a multibillion-dollar illegal industry
that creates a signiﬁcant drain on the world economy. Further, it negatively impacts
legitimate economic activity and facilitates an underground economy and organized
crime that deprives governments of revenues for vital public services, forces higher
burdens on taxpayers, dislocates hundreds of thousands of legitimate jobs and exposes
consumers to dangerous and ineﬀective products.
The COVID-19 pandemic has called for greater focus on addressing the growing
hazards of counterfeiting and smuggling which are severely impacting the economy
and endangering lives of consumers. While the government is continuously intensifying
eﬀorts to combat the spread of the coronavirus by enacting various measures to
support public health systems, safeguard the economy and ensure the safety of its
citizens, illegal operators are taking advantage of the pandemic by providing illicit
alternatives of items both online and oﬄine.
Even before the onset of
the pandemic, OECD in
2019 stated that trade in
counterfeit and pirated
goods has risen steadily
over the last few years and
stood at 3.3% of global
trade. Unfortunately, the
pandemic not only
complicated it but has
made matters worse with
estimates from The World
Economic Forum stating that over US$2.2 trillion (3% of global GDP) will be lost due to
illicit trade leakages in 2020.

SUMMARIZED
REPORT

The current environment most certainly presented a new opportunity for all
stakeholders to tackle this long-standing problem. It is with the above background that
FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the

Economy (CASCADE) organized the
7th edition of its annual programme
MASCRADE (Movement Against
Smuggled and Counterfeit Trade)
2021 on January 21-22, with a
theme of 'Impact of Counterfeiting
and Smuggling on Personal Health
and Safety'. MASCRADE 2021
focused on addressing the
debilitating impact of counterfeiting
and smuggling on global economies.
This conference was a conscious and
well directed attempt to bring in the
best minds from the ﬁelds of policy
making, law, brand protection,
industry, enforcement agencies and
media to ﬁnd a holistic and
permanent solution to the problem
of counterfeiting and smuggling,
which if left unchecked, threatens to
subvert the economic and societal
stability of countries across the
world.
Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister of
Health and Family Welfare
inaugurated the 7th Edition of
MASCRADE 2021 and emphasized
the challenges of COVID 19
pandemic and illegal operator of
drugs. He stated, "As we are all
aware, amid the chaos created by
the Covid-19 pandemic and the
various policy responses designed to

contain its spread, illicit players have
used the pandemic as an opportunity
to increase their nefarious activities,
causing signiﬁcant damage to the
economy of the nation, health and
safety of people worldwide."
Dr. Harsh Vardhan also called for
greater focus on coming together to
address the growing hazards of
counterfeiting and smuggling. In this
regard, he said, "Businesses and
industry must come together and
partner with the government to
become a greater force in ﬁghting
this growing threat with the ultimate
goal of keeping consumers safe. The
methods by which spurious,
misbranded and adulterated drugs
enter the distribution channel have
become increasingly complex. Weak
points in the distribution processes
of pharmaceutical products provide
an avenue for entry of such products
in the supply chain. This is an issue
where industry players can and must
play an active role to help identify
and plug these loopholes," he said.
Mr. Kunio Mikuriya, Secretary
General, World Customs
Organization in his keynote address
said, "While the movement of people
has been severely restricted at the
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borders, customs has been working tirelessly to ensure the smooth cross border
movement of essential goods including medicines and medical supplies. On the other
hand, we are mindful that criminal organizations could exploit the current pandemic to
obtain illegal proﬁts, hence Customs-Business Partnership in addressing together the
scourge of counterfeiting and smuggling is imperative."
In a special address, Hon'ble Justice Manmohan Sarin, Former Lokayukta, NCT of
Delhi, Chief Justice, High Court of Jammu & Kashmir, Judge, High Court of Delhi and
Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE highlighted the harmful eﬀect of smuggled and
counterfeit goods shared the importance to introduce and enhance laws related to
such crimes and make the requisite deterrents to dissuade those indulging in it.
Mr. Uday Shankar, President, FICCI welcomed the dignitaries and complimenting the
government's call for Vocal for Local said, "an 'Atmanirbhar Bharat' will not only
increase share of manufacturing in the country's GDP, create job opportunities in India
and drive home the value of indigenously produced goods, but will also build 'Brand
India' and deter cross border illicit trade.
The perpetrators of illicit trade have made deep inroads into popular pandemic
products like sanitizers, face masks, PPE Kits, medicine, disinfectants, toiletries and
much more. Thefake FMCG market is growing at an annual rate of 44.4% which is
higher than the growth rate of the overall FMCG market. Moreover, 3 lakh crore of
FMCG products circulated in India are counterfeit. Highlighting this challenge, Mr. Anil
Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE said,"It is a fact that the Industry is reeling under
the impact of the COVID pandemic with some sectors expected to make faster
recovery. While for many others it will be a slow and painful way back to the preCOVID levels." Drawing similarities between illicit trade and the COVID pandemic, Mr.
Rajput said, "COVID virus and illicit trade have a lot in common as both cause
immense economic, social and individual distress. While we are at a point of
countering the virus, it is illicit trade that has and continues to damage humankind in
a massive manner".
The two-day long event, which was held virtually on 21-22 January:
n
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Looked at the economic consequences of counterfeiting and smuggling and the
policies needed to deter this activity.

n

Contributed to an integrated
vision of security and public
safety.

n

Deepened the understanding of
"grey markets" for smuggled and
counterfeit goods which has seen
a surge during COVID times.

n

Assessed the impact and tried to
provide practical
recommendations and eﬀective
strategies to mitigate this
challenge especially in a post
COVID era.

Various issues such as Illicit trade
amid public health crisis; Placing

Public Health and Safety at The
Heart of The Fight Against
Smuggling and Counterfeiting and
Quarantining Counterfeiting and
Smuggling - Accelerate Action
Against Criminals among others were
deliberated in the two-day dialogue.
The need for a systematic treatment
and persuasion by global community
for stronger enforcement to combat
this menace was reiterated by a host
of notable international speakers
from World Customs Organization,
INTERPOL, OECD, TRACIT, UKIPO,
Italian Law Enforcement Agency,
senior enforcement oﬃcers from the
ﬁeld and captains from the industry.
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Welcome Address by

Mr. Uday Shankar
President, FICCI

a

very warm welcome to the 7th edition of MASCRADE - Movement
Against Smuggled and Counterfeit Trade organized by FICCI's
Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities
Destroying the Economy (CASCADE).
Over the years MASCRADE has focussed on diﬀerent facets of illicit and has
tried to address it in the best possible manner. After the onslaught of the
pandemic, it is only beﬁtting that we understand and gauge the impact of
smuggling and counterfeiting on public health and safety. It is also
important to realize that if the spread of illicit trade is not checked, the
consequences will be disastrous for societies and economies alike. It is with
24

this background that MASCRADE 2021 will
seek tangible solutions to address this
rising menace.
I am delighted to have with us Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Minister, Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Govt. of India. I must take
this opportunity to also congratulate you
and your ministry for the successful roll
out of the COVID-19 vaccine programme
in India which promises to be the world's
biggest and most successful immunization
programme.
I welcome Justice Manmohan Sarin,
Former Lokayukta, NCT of Delhi, Chief
Justice, High Court of Jammu & Kashmir,
Judge, High Court of Delhi. Thank you for
being with us today and we look forward to
hearing your perspective on the subject. I
also welcome Mr. Kunio Mikuriya,
Secretary General, World Customs
Organization for taking out time from his
schedule and joining us today.
Ladies and gentlemen, illicit trade in terms
of smuggling and counterfeiting, is one of
the biggest challenges facing nations
across the world. As per OCED
(Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development), trade in counterfeit
and pirated goods has risen steadily in the
last few years and now stands at 3.3% of
total global trade. A recent study by FICCI
CASCADE had estimated that due to
smuggling, Indian
economy incurred a
loss of Rs 1,17,253
crore, and further loss
of 16.36 lakh livelihood
opportunities during
2017-18 in just ﬁve
key sectors namely Textiles, Tobacco
Products (Cigarettes),
Ready made
Garments, Capital Goods (Machinery and
Parts) and Consumer (Electronics)
Durables.
It is also important to highlight the fact
that while smugglers and counterfeiters
have tried to exploit the current situation
by supplying illicit alternative of goods and
products both oﬄine and online, in India
there have been a record number of

seizures during the Covid-19 period. I take
this opportunity to express FICCI's and our
members appreciation for our enforcement
agencies who despite the challenging
situation have seized large numbers of
smuggled, spurious and counterfeit
sanitizers, masks, PPE Kits, disinfectants,
toiletries and cosmetics, electronic goods,
cigarettes, packaged food, spices, alcohol
and several other items across various
states.
Realizing the magnitude of this problem,
FICCI CASCADE has been consistently
working with the government,
enforcement agencies, industry, media,
legal experts and consumers focusing on
the need to combat this issue. In addition,
CASCADE has undertaken a nationwide
campaign in combating counterfeiting and
smuggling during the COVID-19 pandemic,
with the aim to sensitize the people on the
ill eﬀects and involve the government at
the centre and the states to deal with this
challenge in the best and most eﬀective
manner. It is clear that collective actions
and public-private partnerships have
become more critical than ever before, be
that in the form of information-sharing,
capacity building trainings, or joint publicawareness campaigns.
The current environment most certainly
presents a new opportunity for all
stakeholders to tackle
this problem.
MASCRADE 2021 will
ensure a multistakeholder dialogue
for actionable and
innovative solutions
that can reverse the
rising tide of
counterfeit, smuggled
and spurious
products. We are
delighted to have an array of distinguished
speakers from across the globe, senior
oﬃcers from the ﬁeld and leading
industries to discuss this global issue, and
to chart out concrete recommendations
and strategies for prevention and
management of the problem.
I welcome you all once again and look
forward to an engaging two days.
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Special address by

Mr. Kunio Mikuriya
Secretary General, World Customs Organization

W

hile the movement of people has been severely restricted at the
borders, customs have been working tirelessly to ensure the smooth
cross border movement of essential goods including medicines and
medical supplies. WCO has immediately taken up the challenges and provided
guidance to facilitate cross border clearance.
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On the other hand, we are mindful
that criminal organisations could
exploit the current pandemic to
obtain illegal proﬁts. Here we need
customs-business partnership in
addressing the scourge of
counterfeiting and smuggling. It is
because these illicit activities hurt
health and safety of people, they also
put business environment at risk and
may cause harm to company's
reputation in safeguarding consumer
protection, public ﬁnance is also put
at risk with revenue frauds.
To counter these risks business
communities, have the expertise in
identifying the authentic products at
the knowledge on supply chains as
well as pertinent commercial data to
identify risks.
Customs and private sector can go
hand in hand to be the game changer
in bringing a real change on the
ground. Customs could understand
business needs and model and
thereby provide beneﬁts to the
compliance economic operators
whereas the business could
understand the role of customs in a
way to improve compliance and
thereby improve the competitiveness
of the Indian economy.
To help build the capacity of a custom
oﬃcer on risk analysis and promote
network of the exchange of
information the WCO periodically
coordinates international operations
in a variety of risks. India often
shows a great contribution in this
respect. They include wildlife,
hazardous waste and ozone depleting
substances to protect environment
and cultural heritage, drugs and

narcotics to protect health and safety,
tobacco, currency and even vehicles
involved in the misuse of ATA carnet
issued by Chambers of Commerce to
protect revenue sources.
WCO has produced many guidance
documents in managing these risks
and develop the technology platform

to improve the smooth ﬂow of
information and intelligence among
customs administration. This WCO
approach has been applied to
pandemic as well. WCO coordinated
the operation 'STOP' against illegal
traﬃcking linked to COVID 19 this
summer with the participation of 99
members and which resulted in a he
seizure of medicines and medical
supplies. WCO invited pharmaceutical
industry as partners who gave the
custom oﬃcers expert knowledge by
analysing seizure data we found that
the small packages in the online
ecommerce was the major means of
transport. This lesion requires
eﬀective implementation of the WCO
framework in 2018 by customs to
enhance partnership in ecommerce
and get advance information from
them. Another ﬁnding was the
exploitation of free trade zones by
illicit activities which take advantage
of the lack of appropriate oversight
therein.
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World Customs Organization
Organisation Mondiale Des Douanes

WCO
stresses the
importance of
partnership with
the business
community
to tackle the
negative effects
of illicit trade on
citizens’ Health
and Safety

January 25, 2021

a

t the invitation of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI),
the WCO Secretary General, Dr. Kunio Mikuriya, delivered a virtual opening speech at the
7th Edition of "MASCRADE 2021" - Movement against Smuggled & Counterfeit Trade which
was held on 21 January 2021.
The aim of the meeting was to foster a healthy discussion on the latest practical strategies
to mitigate the challenges posed by counterfeiting and smuggling, especially in the postCOVID-19 era.
Together with the Union Minister of Health and Family
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Welfare, Dr. Harsh Vardhan, and other dignitaries,
Dr. Mikuriya stressed the importance of Customs-Business Partnership in
the ﬁght against smuggling and counterfeiting, especially in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Secretary General Mikuriya described the role of Customs during the pandemic, under the
WCO's leadership, in ensuring the smooth cross-border movement of essential goods,
including medicines and medical supplies. He explained that the Organization's robust
partnership with its stakeholders had resulted in the issuance of guidance documents and in
proactive joint actions with partner international organizations in trade and transport, aimed at
addressing bottlenecks and also at assisting micro, small and mediumsized enterprises
(MSMEs) at the peak of the crisis.
To counter the various security risks exacerbated by the pandemic, namely counterfeiting and
smuggling, Dr. Mikuriya emphasized the need for Customs oﬃcers to base their risk analysis
on accurate and advance electronic data on each cargo shipment as well as on information
provided by business. Accordingly, Customs and the private sector should work hand in hand
to adapt to the new business environment. He also informed the audience about WCO
Operation STOP to combat illegal traﬃcking linked to the COVID-19 pandemic. Some 99 WCO
Members had taken part in the Operation, which had resulted in substantial seizures of
medicines and medical supplies. Dr. Mikuriya noted that according to data obtained from
seizures, small packages linked to E-Commerce were one of the main ways of transporting
illicit goods. He therefore recommended implementation of the WCO Framework of Standards
on Cross-Border E-Commerce for enhanced partnership and use of advance information to
tackle this risk. He added that data also revealed that free trade zones were being exploited
for illicit activities, taking advantage of a lack of appropriate oversight. In this regard, he
referred to the new WCO Guidelines on Free Zones to address this issue.
Secretary General Mikuriya concluded by stating that given the challenges ahead, the WCO
would dedicate 2021 to Recovery, Renewal and Resilience for a sustainable supply chain, with
the support of the Customs community.
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Special Address by

Justice Manmohan Sarin
Former Lokayukta, NCT of Delhi, Chief Justice
High Court of Jammu & Kashmir, Judge
High Court of Delhi and Think Tank Member
FICCI CASCADE

d

ue to COVID-19, MASCRADE 2021 is being held virtually. We have begun well
with a warm-hearted welcome address by Mr. Uday Shankar, to make sure
COVID-19 does not dampen our spirits. Mr. Kunio Mikuriya, who brings with him
a wealth of experience in battling smuggling and counterfeiting across the globe, has
given his insight and views for the customs and business community to work as
partners in addressing the scourge of counterfeiting and smuggling, which
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undoubtedly is the need of the hour.
Indisputably, we need to urgently check,
contain and eliminate the spread of illicit
trade, which has disastrous consequences
for the public at large, economies of the
nations, industry and employment. It also
aﬀects the social fabric of the society.
It is indeed a proud moment and privilege
for FICCI CASCADE to have Dr. Harsh
Vardhan, as Chief Guest, for our inaugural
function. We are grateful to you, sir, for
having spared the time to address us,
virtually, despite being in the midst of
overseeing and monitoring the largest
vaccination programme in the world and
your involvement as Chairman in the
ongoing WHO Executive Board
programme. We have in Dr. Harsh
Vardhan, not only an eminent ENT
surgeon, who along with his thriving
medical practice, simultaneously devoted
himself to public service, nurturing his
constituency and winning 5 times,
consecutively, from 1993. Later, he got
elected to the Lok Sabha from Chandni
Chowk constituency in 2014 & 2019 and
holds charge of Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Ministry of Science and
Technology and Ministry of Earth
Sciences. He has to his credit, as State
Health Minister of Delhi, the successful
implementation of the Pilot Project of
Pulse Polio Programme, where more than
one million children upto the age of 3
years in Delhi which was later replicated
in the whole country in 1995 where 88
million children all over the country were
immunized, ultimately culminating in
India being declared polio-free by WHO in
2014. The Delhi Prohibition of Smoking
and Non-smoker's Health Protection Act
where under, smoking was prohibited in
public places and around educational
institutions leading on to the statutory
warnings on packaging and in
cinematographic ﬁlms of the injurious
eﬀects on health of cigarettes and
tobacco consumption, was made
mandatory. It is our good fortune that he
is in-charge of portfolio of health during
COVID-19, to bring in his experience and
expertise.

Illicit trade, smuggling, counterfeiting and
piracy are considered as one of the
world's fastest growing economic activity
adversely impacting trade, foreign
investment, employment and most
importantly, the health and life of the
consumers. Some of the factors
responsible for existence and continuity of
smuggling and counterfeiting are high
proﬁtability, large market size, tax
arbitrage, easy access to distribution
channels, and ease of concealing
operations coupled with inadequate
enforcement.
It encompasses a wide range of
manufactured goods, automotive parts,
children toys, mechanical devices,
pharmaceuticals, cigarettes, tobacco,
cosmetics, electronic goods, watches
which are the subject matter of
counterfeiting and smuggling. The extent
and magnitude of illicit trade can be
gauged as per an OECD study estimating
that counterfeit and pirated products at
US$ 509 billion i.e. approx. 3.3% of the
World trade in 2016. It is expected to
grow to US$ 3 Trillion by 2022.
FICCI stands committed to make its
contribution in curbing the menace of
ever-growing illicit trade in counterfeit
products, passing oﬀ and smuggled
goods. It has established CASCADE i.e
Committee Against Smuggling and
Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the
Economy. The CASCADE has a think tank
comprising, inter alia, stalwarts from the
industry, judiciary, former heads of
department of the Custom, Revenue,
Intelligence, Enforcement Agencies,
Police, Former Secretaries to the
Government of India and experts who
work together to explore ways and means
to contain this menace aﬀecting public
health and safety and the economy. The
CASCADE, ably led by Mr. Anil Rajput,
Chairman, with his zeal and commitment,
has organised over 100 awareness
programmes and taken initiatives across
the country to ﬁght the hazards of
counterfeiting and smuggling. This is
done by creating general awareness,
capacity building of law enforcement
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agencies, proposing and recommending
reforms in law, sharing and developing
good practices.
The temptation of acquiring counterfeit
goods is given an impetus by the low
prices at which the counterfeit and
smuggled goods are available to the
detriment of the genuine products
manufactured by the domestic and
legitimate industry. It is therefore
necessary, that we reduce this gap and
make dealing in and possessing
counterfeit goods not economically viable.
This is to be achieved by introducing and
enhancing, in law, the requisite deterrents
to dissuade those indulging in it. Judiciary
has contributed signiﬁcantly towards this,
the trend of judicial pronouncements has
been to impose exemplary and
prohibitory costs, in cases of infringement
and passing oﬀ trademark and piracy of
software. Judge-made law is also
contributing to ﬁll up the vacuum and
lacunae, pending legislative reforms so as
to attain the aim and object of the
legislation. This is done by issuance of
guidelines (Vishakha) and beneﬁcial and
purposeful interpretation. There is need
to further sensitise the judiciary and law
enforcement agencies on these aspects so
that the violators do not take advantage
of technicalities and to ensure imposition
of maximum costs and penalty on
oﬀenders.
The theme of MASCRADE 2021 is Impact
of Counterfeiting and Smuggling on
personal health and safety, which
assumes signiﬁcance since we are all
meeting in the shadow of COVID-19. The
pandemic unleashed its fury world over
and brought activities in all spheres of life
to a halt and slowdown. Not to mention
the fatalities. On one hand we had the
State and its instrumentalities, committed
social, philanthropic and voluntary
organisations and the Corporate sector
and members of the public at large,
contributing their bit to ﬁght and contain
the pandemic. On the other hand, those
involved in illicit trade and smuggling,
took advantage to exploit the miseries of
the teeming millions by dealing in
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spurious and duplicate healthcare
equipment, PPE Kits, sanitisers and
touting vaccines. This was further
aggravated by dependence of people,
quarantined in their houses, on ecommerce websites. While it provides
convenience, by delivery of essentials at
doorstep and contributed to keep the
economy moving, unfortunately, it also
become channels for distribution of
counterfeit goods. Besides the harmful
eﬀect of smuggled and counterfeit goods,
in general, on industrial growth and
employment, counterfeiting in healthcare
equipment and medicines is far more
dangerous because it aﬀects the health
and safety of citizens. Pandemic has been
a boon for criminal networks, who have
acted with despatch to exploit shortages
and sudden upsurge in demand.
EUROPOL (European Police) in its report –
'Pandemic Proﬁteering' states that the
sale of counterfeit and/or sub-standard
foods, hygiene items and everyday goods
is booming in the pandemic economy and
there is a risk that the perpetrators of
crime will use shortages in the supply of
some goods to increasingly provide illicit
alternatives both on and oﬄine. Further,
Interpol and Europol have also warned
against frauds in which consumers are
tricked into buying non-existent medical
supplies or making payments intended for
medical care into criminal accounts.
Counterfeit products are often trademark
infringing and not tested for compliance
with health and safety norms by
authorities. Criminals have exploited
public fear, lack of information or
misinformation and confusion, for
example, the United States has reported
instances of increase in counterfeit
Chloroquine. The Interpol's PANGEA XIII
operation reported a 100% increase in illicit chloroquine seizures. In India, since
the imposition of lockdown, Indian
authorities have raided and seized
smuggled, spurious and counterfeit
sanitizers, masks, PPE Kits, disinfectants,
toiletries and cosmetics, electronic goods,
cigarettes, packaged food, spices, alcohol
and several other items across various
states. In a commendable feat,

authorities have seized illicit cigarettes
worth around Rs. 412 crores between
June and October 2020 across India a
raise from Rs. 52 crores from 2019. India
appears to be an attractive destination for
tobacco smugglers but is being duly taken
care of by the commendable work of our
enforcement agencies.
A co-ordinated action is the need of the
hour. No single company or sector can
ﬁght counterfeiting alone. Legitimate
manufacturers hold the information
necessary to distinguish their products
from the fakes on the market. Ecommerce platforms hold information
about the third-party sellers dealing in
fake products. Search providers have a
broad view of how actors can move
across diﬀerent platforms. Payment
providers are a critical piece of tracing
illicit gains to counterfeiters and cutting
oﬀ their access. Input from each of these
sources is necessary to
allow both the
government and
private sector to have
full insight into the
paths of counterfeit
goods and to track
those responsible. We
need to:
a.

Developing new
mechanisms for
collaborative
information
sharing on
counterfeiting
activity online.

b.

Create new programs or
certiﬁcations, such as “veriﬁed”
product listings.

c.

Controlling access to domain names
by policy and to make legislation
change to ensure registries are
accountable. “Know Your Customer”
policy can have a positive eﬀect on
ensuring safety and legitimacy.

d.

When sites are found to be peddling
counterfeit drugs or false
information, domain name registrars

should, immediately upon notice
from law enforcement or trusted
third parties, lock and suspend those
domain names.
e.

From a policy perspective, it is
imperative that we develop
jurisprudence on contributory
trademark infringement. By ﬁxing
liability on an entity that may be held
liable for selling counterfeits even
though they do not actually engage
in the actual oﬀending activity

There is a silver lining eg. Amazon
detected price gouging and ill-described
(including coun-terfeit) goods. Amazon
reacted quickly and has worked closely
with legal and communication teams and
collaborated with EU law enforcement to
share information related to fraudulent
goods related to COVID-19 pandemic.
Malaysia has undertaken a massive public
awareness campaign against counterfeit

medical items by distributing car stickers,
broadcasting radio and video warnings
and involved functionaries regularly giving
TV interviews on the issue. Fortunately, in
India, the licensed vaccines are being
distributed by government agencies under
strict supervision to ensure their use and
genuineness.
In the sessions to follow, today and
tomorrow, there is an august line-up of
eminent panelists who would deal on
individual issues in detail and give their
perspectives.
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Dr. Harsh Vardhan
Hon'ble Minister, Ministry of Health and
FamilyWelfare, Govt. of India
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e are all aware the chaos created by the covid 19 pandemic and the
various policy responses designed to contain its spread. Illicit players
have used the pandemic as an opportunity to increase their nefarious
activities causing signiﬁcant damage to the economy of the nation and safety of the
people worldwide. it gives me great pleasure to note the galaxy of speakers and
experts who have joined us today at the 7th edition oﬀ MASCRADE to deliberate and
discuss actionable innovative policy solutions that can reverse the rising tide of
smuggled and spurious products.
34

Indian healthcare sector is
experiencing new waves of
opportunity that are emerging in
every section be it providers players
or medical technology. the covid-19
pandemic has placed unprecedented
demands on the healthcare systems.

Health care providers are
re-inventing existing delivery models
to bring healthcare closer to patients
over the past one year while the
government has been cautiously
intensifying eﬀorts to combat the
coronavirus by enacting various
measures to support public health
systems safeguard the economy and
ensure the safety of its citizens,
illegal operators are taking advantage
of the pandemic by providing illicit
alternatives of essential and nonessential items both online and
oﬄine. As the current pandemic has
unfortunately illustrated healthcare
products will continue to be one of
the most targeted industry for
counterfeiters. This is a problem that
impacts patients and consumers
across the globe business and
industry must come together and
partnered with the government to
become a greater force in ﬁghting
this growing threat with the ultimate
goal of keeping consumers safe.
I would like to draw your attention to
the fact that the Government of India

has taken various measures to check
menace of spurious drugs.The drugs
and cosmetics act 1940 was
amended under the drugs and
cosmetic amendment Act 2008.Under
this act if any drug is deemed to be
adulterated or spurious the oﬀender
or liable person will face
imprisonment for a term which
shall not be less than 10 years,
but which may extend to
imprisonment for life. Special
quotes for trial of oﬀences under
the drugs and cosmetics act for
speedy disposal have been
established of whistleblower
scheme was announced by the
Government of India to
encourage vigilant public
participation in the detection of
movement of spurious drugs in the
country. Oﬀense for sale and
manufacturing of spurious and
adulterated drugs have been made
cognizable and non bailable.
To protect the integrity of drugs and
medical products where is
technologies like bar codes
holograms radio frequency
identiﬁcation devices are available.
With a well-developed legal
framework and signiﬁcant education
eﬀorts the government has taken
steps to protect consumers health
and safety from dangerous
counterfeiting and smuggling. These
technologies although provide
considerable protection but they have
certain limitations. These
technologies cannot by themselves
stop such drugs they only help in
better detection and authentication.
The methods by which spurious
misbranded and adulterated drugs
enter the distribution channel have
become increasingly complex. Weak
points in the distribution processes of
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pharmaceutical products provide an
avenue for entry of such products in
the supply chain. This is an issue
where's industry players can and
must play active role to help identify
and plug these loopholes.
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will be an extremely potent tool in
our ﬁght against illicit trade.

I understand that MASCRADE 2021
will foster a healthy discussion for
practical strategies to mitigate the
challenges of counterfeiting and
smuggling, especially in a post covid
era. Chief among them should be
focus on generating awareness.
There is an urgent need for our
citizens to better understand the
diﬀerence between fake and original
goods. We need to highlight the fact
that smuggling, counterfeit trade,
and piracy hold back progress,
impact health of the economy, raise
cost of goods, leads to tax evasion,
hamper job creation and create
safety hazard for consumers.

The Government of India at all levels
has introduced laws that are not only
compliant with our international
obligations but are in many ways
progressive. However due to the
complexity and alarming growth of
the illicit trade more
intergovernmental eﬀorts and public
private alliances are needed to
identify approaches leading to the
development of a holistic strategy.
Reviewing current legislations
relating to smuggling counterfeiting
piracy, using latest technology to aid
security forces and enforcement
agencies, raising the penalties for
those committing these crimes and
allocating of more ﬁnancial and
human resources to counter this
activity are some areas where
adequate thrust can be given.

From the economic point of view the
world seems to have changed for
quite some time now as the reset
button pressed owing to massive
supply chain disruptions. One thing is
for sure that nations are increasingly
looking inward to fulﬁl their needs
and requirements. Our Honourable
PM, Shree Narendra Modi ji'sclarion
call for an 'atmanirbharbharat' and
vocal for local indeed provides
solutions to a host of challenges that
lie ahead of us. As India starts to
produce strong domestic brands and
gradually reduces its dependence on
foreign products avenues for
proﬁteering by smugglers encounter
features will sooner become limited,
law enforcement will also become
more eﬀective in identifying and
prosecuting producers of spurious
products. Therefore, vocal for local

I'm glad to know that the event has
brought together all stakeholders
from government, private sector,
international organisations, law
enforcement agencies and civil
society on one platform for a series
of dialogues to chart out action
driven road map to combat illicit
trade. I greatly appreciate FICCI
MASCRADE recognising the work of
the law enforcement agencies and
felicitating the best performing
oﬃcers each year for their
outstanding achievement in the
prevention of counterfeiting and
smuggling and enforcement of antismuggling and anti-counterfeiting
laws. I am sure this MASCRADE will
provide actionable insights to the
government and other stakeholders
to eﬀectively handle counterfeiting
and smuggling of goods.
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Mr. Chetan Krishnaswamy
Vice President, Policy Public, Amazon
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t is a great pleasure to join some of the thought leaders here today as
we discuss the harms of counterfeiting and smuggling on personal health
& safety, economic growth and development of nations. As per a recent
report by OECD, trade in illicit goods is now 3.3% of world trade and rising.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is clear from the discourses of our distinguished
guests that Illicit trade in counterfeiting and smuggling is damaging national
progress by impacting its ﬁnancial, social and physical health across the
globe and unfortunately, the pandemic has not only complicated this
situation but has made matters worse. Hence, the current environment
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demonstrates the need for action and
presents a new opportunity for all of
us to tackle this long-standing
problem.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon'ble
Minister, Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Govt. of India for
taking out time from his busy
schedule and being with us today.
Thank you for sharing with us, your
vision in combating this menace of
counterfeiting and smuggling which
impacts not only consumer's health
and safety but also is leading to a
huge economic dent. We look forward
to your continued support in our
endeavour to curb this menace and
we will work shoulder to shoulder
with your ministry to make a more
sustained eﬀort in this direction.
I thank Mr. Kunio Mikuriya, Secretary
General, World Customs Organization
for joining us today. Thank you Mr.
Mikuriya for your enlightening
address. It is heartening to see that
the World Customs Organization has
taken several proactive measures to
strengthen international borders and
enforcement agencies in protecting
and safeguarding nations from the
ensuing menace. FICCI CASCADE is
committed to the cause of curbing
the menace of illegal cross border
trade and work towards an eﬀective
strategy to strengthen our laws and
increase enforcement against such
practices. We seek your support and
guidance in continuing this initiative
across India.
Thank you, Justice Manmohan Sarin,
Former Lokayukta, NCT of Delhi,
Chief Justice, High Court of Jammu &
Kashmir, Judge, High Court of Delhi
and Think Tank Member, FICCI
CASCADE for your thought-provoking
address. As rightly pointed out by
you, during a public health crisis such
as the current COVID-19 pandemic,
tackling the global scourge of
smuggling and counterfeiting
becomes even more acute and
urgent. Greater public awareness,

adoption of reforms & polices and
stringent enforcement are the need
of the hour to stop criminals and
economic oﬀenders who through
illegitimate business practices are
siphoning national wealth from tax
and causing immense damage to
consumer's health and safety.
I must also thank Mr. Uday Shankar,
President, FICCI for being with us
today. We are glad to partner with
FICCI CASCADE to address this
menace. Over a period of time
Amazon is making considerable
investme
nts in
machine
learning
and other
systems
to
proactivel
y detect
and
remove
suspect listings. Amazon employee
dedicated teams of software
engineers, applied scientists,
program managers and investigators
to operate and continually reﬁne our
anti-counterfeiting programs. Our
systems continuously scan numerous
data points to detect activity that we
indicate as potentially counterfeit.
There are a host of notable
international and national speakers
lined up for the conference slated
ahead in the day. Senior functionaries
from leading international institutions
like WCO, INTERPOL, Transnational
Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade, UK
Intellectual Property Oﬃce
International Chambers of
Commerce, along with key dignitaries
from Indian government and captains
of the industry will be attending and
taking part in the deliberations in the
conference. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank them for their
presence today. I hope their
experience sharing and generation of
new ideas through deliberations will
be beneﬁted by one and all today.
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am happy to share that year
after year the movement
against smuggled and
counterfeit trade has become
stronger and has yielded
tremendous results. The year
2020 has had an unfortunate and
unprecedented impact on
mankind. While the government is
continuously intensifying eﬀorts to
combat the spread of the
coronavirus by enacting various
measures to support public health
systems, safeguard the economy
and ensure the safety of its
citizens, illegal operators are
taking advantage of the pandemic

by providing illicit alternatives of
products both online and oﬄine.
The current environment most
certainly presents a new
opportunity for all stakeholders to
tackle this long-standing problem.
It is in this background that FICCI's
Committee Against Smuggling and
Counterfeiting Activities Destroying
the Economy (CASCADE) has
organized MASCRADE (Movement
Against Smuggled and Counterfeit
Trade) 2021 which will focus on
actionable solutions and greater
awareness generation to address
the growing threat of counterfeit,
smuggled and spurious products.
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counterfeit
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address the
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Policy reforms
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for reduction
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021, is indeed a year of respite for the entire
humankind, with the vaccinations in place
and the nightmare of this virus, in all
probability ending. It's been a ride to hell
that has till date impacted 95 million people
and caused well above 2 million fatalities
world over. Covid virus and illicit trade have
a lot in common, both cause immense
economic, social and individual distress.
They are indeed pure evil and while we are
at a point of countering the virus, its illicit
trade that has and continues to damage
humankind in a massive way. Even before
the onset of the Covid crisis, OECD in 2019
stated that illicit trade has been rising over
the years and stood at 3.3% of the global
trade.

Welcome Address

Mr. Anil Rajput
Chairman, FICCI CASCADE

In all this the perpetrators of illicit trade, smuggling and counterfeiting continued to spread their vicious
tentacleeven in this worldwide human tragedy. They have continued to look for ways and means to further
their evil agendas. As humankind continued to grapple with this mammoth tragedy, these people were so
bereft of morals and ethics that they used this situation to generate even more ill-gotten wealth, they
improvised and increasingly got into the production and trade of items that were used during this crisis that
is why world over
we see a spike in
the illicit trade of
sanitizers, face
masks, PPE suits,
disinfectants,
medicines….so on
and so forth.
Over the past
months Europol
and Interpol have
seized millions of
dollars' worth of
counterfeit
medical supplies,
fake food, illegal
alcohol, tobacco
and much more
owing to the
millions of
counterfeit
listings posted
online daily, the
sale of counterfeit goods is projected to reach $ 1.8 trillion this year. In the United States there have been
nearly 1000 covid related seizures of prohibited test kits and medicine along with a host of other equipment
which has accounted for nearly $ 18 million in disrupted transactions and recovered funds.
Illicit traders have gone all out to take advantage of the preoccupation of the enforcement agencies of
dealing with the covid 19 tragedy. However, in India as in many other countries they have been left bitterly
disappointed, the enforcement agencies in India have seized an astounding quantity of illicit products like
alcohol, currency, gold, electronic goods and so on. An example that has stood out is the seizure of
cigarettes worth 412 crores in just the past 5 months.
The Indian Prime Ministers clarion call of Vocal for Local has been extremely unsettling for the illicit traders,
if more products are manufactured within the nation, the reliance for foreign goods will gradually come
down and people will increasingly buy locally made goods and the footprint and proﬁt margins of all involved
in illicit trade will begin to go southwards. Here the onus is on the local manufacturer to make quality goods
at a competitive price and also on the consumers to increasingly patronize domestic goods which meet the
above parameters. The government on its part has been going all out to encourage such an ecosystem.
A recent report by FICCI CASCADE has stated that if we are able to control smuggling in India, then there is
a potential to create 16 million job opportunities owing to the backward linkages and multiplier eﬀects of the
sectors that were included in the report. Other nations too will gradually beneﬁt on this parameter, as
increasingly this menace is brought under control.
This session will bring perspectives, views and opinions of the esteemed guests on mapping the impact of
smuggling, counterfeiting and tax evasion on public health. Global and regional trends and how the
governments and institutions are doing to address them. A comprehensive global strategy in achieving
increased access to quality, safe and licit products along with policy reforms and international cooperation
for reduction and deterrence of the risks in a post covid scenario.
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he 7th edition of MASCRADE is a
reﬂection on the fact that problem
continues and also, it has been
impacting all of us badly, that there
is a need to constancy exchange our
views and tightening up processes to
tackle this menace.
The fact that it causes damage,
there is loss of revenue, impact on
genuine manufacturers, there are
health and safety concerns, and
most importantly illegal activities
triggers money which can be used
for various criminal activities. It is in
everybody's interest that we tackle
this menace.
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Session Chair

Mr. Najib Shah
Former Chairman
Central Board of Indirect Taxes
and Customs

Experiences across the globe enforcement agencies have shown that the response
also can be tightened if there is greater cooperation and sharing of information. What
the pandemic has shown is that the unsuspicious elements take advantage in every
single situation the government reacted to the virus by imposing lockdowns, that
seems to be the only best way to tackle the virus in the absence of any vaccines.
What lockdown in fact resulted in was creating a demand as it shut down businesses
and legitimate activity across the spectrum and this demand was unfortunately met
by unsuspicious elements.
This session would need to deliberate upon
A) Figure out how did we handle the crises during the pandemic.
B) There is a lot of optimism about the vaccine being globally available, but we are
still trading on unknown territory as we go forward we need to see what lessons
we can learn and going forward how we can strengthen the enforcement
machinery.
Criminal across borders
cooperated with each other
much more eﬃciently than
enforcement agencies. There is
huge trust deﬁcit between
enforcement agencies, it does
not help matters at all and
session such as these help in
bridging the gap and building a
common response to a
common enemy.
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Mr. Jeﬀrey P. Hardy
Director General
Transnational Alliance to
Combat Illicit Trade (TRACIT)

RACIT was developed to ﬁnd an
aggregated approach which is needed
to tackle illicit trade. Businesses can
be a smart partner to government
and government can be more
eﬀective through a more holistic
approach. Government and inter
Government have a lot of tools but
are scattered. By being together
across sectors we can address
common vulnerabilities, lot of it are
hotspots in the supply chain where
multiple forms of illicit trade are
facilitated.
Associating with associated crimes
occurs to facilitates illicit trade such
as ﬁnancial frauds, money laundering.
To facilitate harvesting of raw
material or manufacturing of fakes,
dealing with human traﬃcking and
organized crime. It is a very
interconnected problem that we are
seeking to tackle like between illicit
trade and country's ability to achieve
the SDGS. There are massive
economic losses such as loss of jobs
and tax revenue, squandered natural
resources, environmental damage,
crime, corruption and informal
economy. All these sounds like the
mirrors to what UN is trying to
accomplish through SDG's.
For each of the negative impact on
sustainable development there is the
mirror UN's SDGs to create economic
growth, to preserve life on land and
underwater, to ﬁght climate change,
to preserve peace and justice, for
example TRACIT did a study to check
does illicit trade impacts all of the UN
SDGs, are the impacts
interconnected, are developing
countries adversely impacted and can
the learnings help government
improve their development policies.
Every SDGs are impacted by diﬀerent
forms of illicit trade. Two SDGs are
impacted by all forms of illicit trade.
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GDP, jobs and tax revenue are drained from economies and limits public investment
and same goes for SDG 16.Illicit trade funds criminal activities, fosters corruptions
and undermines rule of law. They are interconnected. Medicines with no active
ingredients and toxic illicit alcoholic beverages both set back progress on goals for
good health and well-being for SDG number 3.Same goes for food fraud, commodity
smuggling, illegal agrochemical undermines sustainable farming, limit crop yields
and jeopardize delivery of fair, safe and sustainable food supplies, slowing progress
on the goal for zero hunger.
The main areas severely impacted due to covid-19 pandemic are pharmaceuticals
and PPE and illicit trade in alcoholic beverages. There was a massive pump in online
counterfeiting and food frauds during the crisis. These are ampliﬁcation of existing
problems. Number of Pharmaceuticals and PPE fraudulently available online
according to Europol increased by 2800%. Criminals were willing to exploit people
when their fears were greatest. Covid-19 pandemic signiﬁcantly incentivized
organized crime, to step in and ﬁll the market with illicit products due to supply
restricted by laws or supply chain were not able to deliver fast enough.
Indian enforcement increased in seizures, when enforcement agency decides that
illicit trade is a priority, they can be eﬀective. If the government can priorities all
year long and the government can fund enforcement agencies, we can cure the
problem.
We need to address illicit trade, need to understand the interconnected nature of
illicit trade, use the funding to make better policy and built shared responsibility.
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llicit traders mirror the genuine legal
trade groups and very often illicit goods
are such copies that they are openly
traded.

Criminal access demands, check the
next big thing. This directly relates to
stay abreast of what's currently in
demand. When law enforcement
decides that a particular criminal group
are next in line for enforcement
activities, inevitable success follows. It
is ensuring that how do we make sure
that illicit trade is a global problem. The
big problem we have worldwide is that
public attitude for counterfeits and illicit
goods whether it be wildlife crime,
alcohol, tobacco is they want a bargain.
The biggest challenge is to remove this
demand. A lot of criminal goods come
from South East Asia. Between China
and Hong Kong, they produce 85% of
world's counterfeits. Make in India is a
good example of using home-based
technology to drive the economy
forward.
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Mr. Huw Watkins
Head of Asia Policy
UK Intellectual Property Ofce

What if we all worked together?

Crime

Retail

Wholesale

Shipping

Import

If government agencies share information and share common goal, we can disrupt
criminals, cost criminals money and create problem. Potentially if this framework is
adopted of unifying a national response to illicit trade and coordinating ﬁght against
illicit trade.
Transnational crime requires a transnational response. Illicit trade cost both human
and business. It has a national impact. India and UK are converging on trade, which
is an opportunity to implement anti illicit policy measures for mutual prosperity.
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ne of the good thing that has
happened during COVID-19
restrictions was reduction in the less
serious crime but at the same time
it has also increased some serious
crimes including counterfeiting,
cyber crime and illicit trade and also
maﬁa entering into the picture
because smugglers or maﬁa heads
have no preference for any
particular good but where ever they
see high proﬁts they more in, and
where ever there are less
restrictions or less alertness on the
part of enforcement agencies that is
the area they more in.

So, keeping that in mind one of the
things that has happened as a
result of this lockdown is people
working from home, who are cyber
experts in India and also outside
India have access to less secure
business addresses. If they go on
accessing a particular company
which has a lot of intellectual
development or intellectual rights
which they have developed over a
period of time and after spending a
lot money to develop that particular
product. Theses cyber crime experts
are accessing that information and
selling it to competitors, this is one
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of the types of crime that has been noticed in India and other countries. It is a very
serious thing as it takes a lot to develop a product whether a pharmaceutical
product or the one required in software Industries, they unfortunately become easy
victims to hackers.
Working from home is being utilized by many of the brilliant young software experts
or people getting into this business, employing people to hack and steal intellectual
property. Secondly, utilizing the products which are essential for lifting or combating
this pandemic particularly online sale of pharmaceutical products. Interpol recently
made a study and they veriﬁed about 3000 website out of which 1000 website were
bogus, there main objective was to do phishing and if possible take away the funds
of people placing the orders. In Australia recently there was a case that hapetin was
smuggled through is a bottle of sanitizer, sanitizer bottle may be small, but the
business can be multiplied.
International cooperation is very important, we have between countries World
Customs Organization's various multilateral and bilateral agreements which gives
assistance in investigation of various types of cases including violation of law. One
example is operation Stolen Promise formulated in US, organization involved in this
operation were US customs border protection, FDA, US inspection service, US secret
services, Internal Revenue Service, and 5 Eyes Law Enforcement Working Group. A
similar coordination is required in India and other countries to combat in a
coordinated way the crime which is the crime of 21st century.
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wareness campaigns are very
important to educate and inform
consumers. We have a French
Anti -Counterfeiting Committee,
it is a very strong public private
partnership created in 1995. It is
chaired by a member of the
Senate. It is very important to
have such political voice to
ensure that laws are followed.
It brings around the table public
stakeholders such as Ministers,
(Economic Finance, Commerce,
Industry, External Aﬀairs,
Culture, Home Aﬀairs and
Justice) along with Customs,
Regulatory Control Agency, IPO
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and Police. It also includes private sector representatives such as Business
Association, IPR holders and Industry Association. There are 4 working group on
awareness and communication, law and regulations, International cooperation and
cyber counterfeiting. A holistic approach is followed wherein we share information,
share best practices and share experiences. Gather data about the marketplace both
physical and online where we can ﬁnd counterfeited and illicit products, we reinforce
legal framework and raise public awareness.
Action to take bad businesses out is to dry up the ﬁnancial resources of
counterfeiters. To control cyber counterfeiting it is important to work in close
cooperation with online advertising platforms and online payment players.
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INDUSTRY REACTS
Industry and businesses have an important role to play in
addressing the health and economic impacts of the COVID
induced crisis. With illicit players identifying new sources for
supply of components and packaging material, and the
emergence of new markets for manufacturing and import of
counterfeit/smuggled goods, protecting consumers as well as
a company's brand identity is more important than ever
during the current challenging time

Some Savings
are not Worth
It (FMCG
Industry)

Illicit Operators
are Cashing
the Crisis
(Healthcare
Industry)

Brand
protection for
consumer's
protection
(E-commerce
Industry)
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021, is a year humankind will
remember for years, for it
brings with hope and victory
over an adversary that ran its
evil course for most of last
year. It impacted all spheres
of human life, be it at the
individual, social or the
economic level nothing was
spared from its wrath. The
pandemic made work from
home a new normal and
economic set-up were turned
upside down due to the
temporary closure of many
businesses' world over. An
UNCTAD report states that
since the outbreak of the
corona virus the global
economy is expected to
contract by 4.3% in 2020. In
addition, millions of jobs and
livelihoods have been lost.
The reset button has been
pressed and supply chains
have been reconﬁgured and
reviewed, nations are now
increasingly looking within to
fulﬁl their requirements with
the overarching objective of
gradually becoming self-
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dependent. Our Prime Minister's clarion call of Vocal for Local/Aatmanirbhar Bharat
is indeed the need of the hour, powerful local brands are in any scenario needed,
and the current situation has made their requirement even more necessary. With
more and more traction in the e-commerce platform, it is vital that the industry
focuses on this and ﬁgures out ways and means of consistently providing quality
products, addressing consumer concerns and complaints in an eﬀective manner,
remain ahead of the curve as far as innovation is concerned and bring in
technologies that can thwart cyber-attack. All this is a must as e- commerce is
projected to rise to US $ 200 billion by the year 2026.
It is a fact that the Industry is reeling under the impact of the covid pandemic with
some sectors expected to make faster recovery while for many others it will be a
slow and painful way back to the pre covid levels. The situation is particularly grim
for the developing countries as even before the covid scenario, a FICCI CASCADE
study had estimated that due to smuggling, the Indian economy incurred sales loss
of Rs. 1,17, 253 crore and a further loss of 16.36 lakh livelihood opportunities in
2017-18 in just 5 key sectors namely Textiles, Tobacco Products (Cigarettes),
Ready made Garments, Capital Goods and Consumer Durables. In India, the fake
FMCG market is growing at an annual rate of 44.4% and this is higher than the
growth rate of the overall FMCG market. In addition, 3 lakh crore of FMCG products
circulated in India are counterfeit.
The perspective of the industry, its demands, its responsibilities along with the
measures required for accelerated recovery are on top of our mind with a proactive
government by our side. It is in the overall interest of all governments, societies,
industries and individuals that we focus on the way ahead and provide a better
overall system in place for a better and brighter tomorrow.
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Some Savings are not
Worth It- FMCG Industry

t

he whole menace that illicit products
are creating for an economy which is
hoping to grow this country out of its
poverty. Call of our Prime Minister on
Atma Nirbhar Bharat, it is a vision that
propels all of us to greater eﬀorts and
some of these activities of illegal
products, smuggling and counterfeiting
is coming in way in actualising that
vision.
While there is a lot that can be done to
ﬁght this menace, important thing is
awareness. If the consumers start
behaving and believing in the right
manner through guidance and
education, then we stand a good
chance of collaborating with our
consumers and creating a hygienic
atmosphere. In some cases,
unfortunately consumers sometimes
willingly, sometimes unwillingly are
duped into buying products which are
illicit. Why this happens? In some
situation there are members of the
chain which penetrates the legitimate
supply chain of goods and are able to
dupe consumers into believing that
these are genuine products. There is
another set of situations where because
of huge diﬀerences in pricing often
caused by the root cause of large
amount of price arbitrage caused by
taxes and this has particular impact on
goods where tariﬀ rates are very high
and their movement across borders is
easy.
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Social
Product

From the supplier side the
unfortunate part is
because of the
lucrativeness of the chain
of smugglers and illicit
goods there are always
consistently improving.

Illicit trade consumer matrix

Motivation/outlook

A consumer survey
conducted by Oxford
economics explains this
from a rationale
perspective and says that
how we can decode the
consumer behaviour
matrix.

Critics:

Activists:

Believes illicit trade is ok
No chance of getting
caught
Have experienced inferior
illicit goods

Perceive it to be a
victimless crime Low
chance of detection view
that lot of people engage
with illicit goods already

Opportunist:

Bargain hunters:

Motivated by price, quality and
availability. Buy illicit goods if
opportunity is avl More than
other groups nds that illicit
goods are available at lower
price

Look for Quality, Avi. & Price
More than other groups
insist illicit products are
identical at lower costs

Possibly illicit

illicit

Complicity to buy illicit
Source: Oxford Economics, consumer survey

So, the illicit products are persistently improving quality and trying to narrow the
gap with good quality products created by reputable organisations across the
country and world who have spent many years of research, product development,
investment in brands to try and create a great consumer experience. Often this is
replicated by cheating on taxes and because of huge resources that are at their
command due to arbitrage the opportunity occurs. They are willing and able to
invest in the illicit product so that the quality of illicit product keeps improving and
they start charging prices close to the genuine product and cheat the genuine
consumers.
Because of the trade patterns that exist in our society and many other countries in
the world they penetrate to the legitimate channels, so the products get mixed up.
Then comes the element of criminality because of high degree of proﬁts that
happens. Many of these channels have been converted to opportunities by criminal
syndicates, terrorist, maﬁa, and once they get hold of this supply chain they start
intimidating and scaring scrupulous people and driving them away from the
legitimate product. There is a rapidly merging ecommerce channel which has its own
advantages and opportunities for country and its consumers but it has also given
opportunity for some unscrupulous sellers to use the façade of anonymity and use
the channels to penetrate the supply chain with illicit products and once they take
root, it is very diﬃcult for the genuine product to maintain their edge.
One must always remain ahead of the curve by
the legitimate brand owners and keep working
and be vigilant that the penetration of the illicit
products is minimised to some extent. While at
the same time root cause of the problem needs
to be addressed which is large degree of
arbitrage often caused by taxes. In the end the
genuine product declines, consumer no longer
have access to correct products, future of the
industry comes into question as nobody invests
in it further, and government loses taxes.
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Adverse impact of illicit trade- economic

Loss to
industry

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Loss to
exchequer

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

8%-15% of global GDP
US$ 650 billion in counterfeit goods
Incl. money laundering the scale of illicit Trade &
organized crime Is US$ 3 trillion
Legitimate global trade -US$ 10-12 In

$50 bn of tax revenue from cigarettes smuggling
Trade miss invoicing accounts for up to $737 bn in
illicit nancial ows from developing countries
Up to 96% of revenues from logging in Tanzanla

Source: World Economic Forum

Scale of illicit trade is reaching almost 10-15% of Global GDP. Tax revenue in
cigarettes is to the extend of almost $50 billion worldwide. In our own country it has
reached upwards of Rs. 15,000 crores.
Prominent terrorist organisation such as Hesbollah, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Al-Qaida have
also started leveraging these illicit channels to ﬁnance their operations. Challenges of
local cigarette industry in India is due to very high rate of taxes compared to most
other countries in the world. The scope of penetration of these products is 10%, in
developing countries it is 17%, and in India which particularly high degree of taxes
this menace of illicit cigarette gas continuously grown, and penetration is almost 25%.
One in every 4 cigarettes according to Euromonitor in India is illicit.

Global illicit tobacco trade
Estimate of value
& volume are as
high as 11.6%

Developing
countries: around
16.8%

570 billion illicit
cigarettes
consumed in
2011

Advanced
economics:
around 9.8%

Number of
cigarettes smoked:
5.8 trillion in an
year (Tobacco)
Atlas. 5th edition)

Source: OECD
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1 in 10 cigarettes
smoked globally
are illegal

Source: UN oﬃce on Drugs & Crime

Estimate of illicit Cigarette trade in India

20.8

19.5

15.9

2011

21.8

16.9

17.8

2012

2013

22.8
19.2

2014

23.9
21.3

2015

Illicit trade volume (Billion Cigs.)

India the 4th largest illegal cigrette
market in the world

24.9
22.7

2016

28

25.7

26.5

24

24.3

24.3

2017

2018

2019

Illicit trade penetration(%)

Source: Euromonitor International

The scale is enormous. Causes being relative ease of production and movement,
low penalties, low detection rate, source of revenue for terrorist and high proﬁt
margins. Corporates must engage in consumer forums, disseminate information,
bring awareness and supply chain management. Consumers have to play a very
important role. Enforcement agencies are doing a lot of hard work, as responsible
citizens we must assist them. Collectively all constituents of economy, the
regulators, enforcement machinery, policy makers, government, industry and
consumer with coordinated approach can beat this menace.

Cigarette taxes in India the highest in the world
Tax per 2000 cigarettes as a percent of Per Capita GDP
USA
Japan
Germ...
China
Pakist...
Thail...
Austr...
Mala...
UK
India

0.47%
0.47%
1.08%
1.20%
1.40%
1.90%
2.12%
2.22%
2.31%

Taxes in India are 16 times
higher than USA; 11 times
higher than Japan; 6 times
higher than China; 5 times
higher than Pakistan; 4 times
more than Thailand

7.34%

Source: Tax data - WHO Report on Global Tobacco
Epidemic, 2019; Per Capita GDP - IMF (Data for the year 2018)
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Illicit Operators are
Cashing the CrisisHealthcare Industry

j

ohnson and Johnson mission is to
safeguard people, business and
brand equity against the risk posed
by illicit trade. In this tough COVID
times J&J has devised strategies
which covers disrupting illicit supply
chain, enhancing value chain
integrity, building capabilities, and
strengthening impact through
partnership both internal and
external.
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During COVID 19, illicit trade is on the rise especially in emerging markets such
as Brazil, India, Russia, China etc. Counterfeiting, product tempering and
diversion are on the rise as bad actors become more sophisticated, making it
harder to protect patients and consumers.

Covid-19
Summit view
An uphill climb
In the beginning ....
Most organizations
primarily respond to
incidents when they
occur with limited
proactive/preventive
measures;"whack-amole" approach

Organizations are
reactive but begin to
evolve & strategic
approach and adopt
proactive/preventive
measures

Companies adopt a more
strategic approach with
processes and tools in
place to proactively
monitor markets and
combat illicit activity
as it occurs

Consumer online
purchasing is on
the rise in response
to stay-at-home orders
throughout much of
the world Opportunists
aretaking advantage .....

Source: Michigan State University, A-CAPP and Deloitte Benchmarking research
CONFIDENTIAL

LAW DEPARTMENT

Collaboration is the key to success with both internal and external stakeholders.
Within our organisation we collaborate with multiple departments like global
security, quality, law, regulatory, commercial supply chain, packaging, government
aﬀairs, and many more. It has to be collaboration and joint eﬀorts to tackle this
menace. Our
endeavour is to
deliver solutions
which are across
E2E value chain,
from the external
perspective, J&J
collaborates with
industry
associations,
where FICCI
CASCADE is on the
top of priority,
across the globe
J&J works with
IACC, QBPC etc.
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Assess

Protect

Use advanced data &
analytics to identify
threats & assess risk

Design a risk-based strategy
and deploy mitigation and
controls (incl. advanced
technologies) across the
end-to-end value chain to
manage prioritized risks

Monitor

ü

Monitor markets (online
and ofine), channels,
supply chain, Quality data
and other network elements
to detect illicit trade and
gauge program performance

Respond
Act on intelligence and
respond with robust
investigation and
enforcement capability and
legal actions to disrupt the
illicit supply chain and deter
illicit trade

Illicit trade is a victimless crime. We are trying to priorities this among enforcement
agencies, we collaborate with industry partners to have a uniﬁed approach and share
best practices, we also work with government agencies to develop and execute
strategic brand protection enforcement initiatives. When we move from brick and
mortar to technology especially during COVID era technology and data enabled core
operational systems and processors are very important. Digitalisation is a key, so we
strategized it and broke it into four parts:
e-Commerce channels are proliferated with illicit products, this exposes consumers to
signiﬁcant safety concerns and reduces opportunities for brands. We have strategic
vendors with global reach, agile delivery and 90% marketplace coverage for 24*7
online monitoring of high-risk products/marketplaces to proactively protect brands.

Internet Monitoring & Enforcement
Online Test Purchases
Online Intelligence
Online to Ofine Intelligence

There is a need for:
Product protection features: 3 impact factors are scored to determine protection
levels. It is patient safety and consumer parameters where severity and
demographics of customers are impacted from consumption of counterfeit, diverted or
tempered products. How much it impacts business from a trust mark or ﬁnancial
perspective, measuring strategic importance or priority of brands including ﬁnancial
importance ad projected illicit trade impact. Risk is measured based on a statistical
model used to estimate ﬁnancial impact of illicit trade by country and brands.
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MEDIUM

RISK
HIGH

LOW

J & J continues Customs partnership as a global programme. The endeavour is
to make sure Custom oﬃcers have adequate information on what needs to be
done and where to seize a consignment. The goal is to deploy a global cross
segment Customs programme to identify, enforce and destroy illicit products at
borders across priority markets and products. There is a need for strategic,
scalable, and coordinated approach to address global importation of counterfeit
products. This partnership will beneﬁt in establishing relationships with law
enforcement, gather intelligence regarding source and destination regarding
illicit trade and create a global repository of records.
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Brand protection for
consumer's protectionE-commerce Industry

t

hese are tough times and more than
ever we need to stand strong and give
back to the communities across the
globe. The conventional ways of
protecting a brand have seen a shift and
rightly so, we keep a close eye on this
movement and accordingly train our
tools to provide best experience to
brands and right owners. At Amazon we
employ some of the most advanced
machinery capabilities inwards, focused
on being proactive and stopping the bad
actors before that get a product up for
sale. A number of proactive measures to
detect potential issues and to take
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remedial actions before we ever receive a notiﬁcation from right holders. We
continue to innovate, use technology to identify patterns that help to detect
oﬀers and sellers that pose a high risk of counterfeits or infringement.
Our goal is to identify and remove potentially problematic products and sellers
from the marketplace before they have a chance to create a negative
experience. These eﬀorts have been to reduce the risk of counterfeits during
COVID-19 related products and speciﬁcally in the medical supplies. We also
focus on protecting customers from price gauging during this time. Bad actors
are trying to take advantage of the global health crisis, we invest heavily both
in terms of funds and also company energy to prevent the sale of counterfeits.
We have Brand Registry and Project Zero programme to give the right owners
greater control over the product listing and intellectual property as well as
access to the powerful tools to proactively detect and remove the counterfeit
listings. These tools have been very helpful and eﬀective in the ﬁght against
infringing products during these challenging times. We need to continue to
enhance these programmes and leverage learnings through engagement with
brands and associations.

Predicting and preventing risk
through advanced machine learning

Brand protection at Amazon
brand registry

Behavioral signals

Automated

Account
verication

IP Accelerator

brand protections

Continuous
risk evaluation

Enforcement actions

Report

ProjectZERO

a Violation

Selling
qualications

transparency

Reported abuse

AMAZON CONFIDENTIAL

AMAZON CONFIDENTIAL

In trying times like these collaborations become even more important. 350000+
brands from all over the world are enrolled in Brand Registry. For every 1 notice
of infringement that brands report more than 100 suspecting listings are
removed. The global investigators work 24*7 acting on notices of potential
infringements.
Automated Brand Protection is an automatic brand proactive tool based on
machine learning approach. Some of the type of brand to power these
automated brand protection tools are category detail, manufacturing details,
images, and logos. Project Zero gives the right owner the power to directly
remove a listing.
It combines automated protection product serialisation and a powerful new tool
of self-service removal of counterfeit. Transparency is another method which is
a product serialisation service that helps identify individual units and proactively
prevent counterfeits from reaching customers. It enables data transparency
codes to all products to ensure authentic products are reached to customers.
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PLACING PUBLIC HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT THE HEART OF THE
FIGHT AGAINST SMUGGLING
AND COUNTERFEITING

What are the
costs, health
and safety
risks to society
from
counterfeit and
smuggled
consumer
goods? What
can
governments,
businesses and
consumers do
to stop these

Consumer
protection
and
empowerme
nt in the
marketplace
based on
consumer
rights

Coordinated
strategies to
build fair,
safe,
resilient and
sustainable
economies
through
consumer
protection

Approaches
to include
consumer
interest in
anticounterfeitin
g, antismuggling
and brand
protection
strategies
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s MASCRADE celebrates its
7th edition, it is the backdrop
of the pandemic that makes
this edition even more
historic. The world for most
part of last year came to a
screeching haltas the
individual, the societies and
the economies were battered
by the Covid virus. The
damage caused has been
absolutely unprecedented.
Humanity truly was dented,
be it economically and
socially or be it physically
and mentally. One thing
however was beyond doubt,
that was the spirit and
resolve of humankind. This
remained unscathed.
Public health and safety are
of paramount concern for the
government and also for the
legal manufacturers. While
the government ensures
proper procedures are
followed and then certiﬁes
the manufacturers, the
manufacturers themselves
invest in research and
development, and set high
standards as far as quality of
their products is concerned.
This however is completely
absent from the mind set of
those who participate in illicit
trade. Their overall objective
is to maximize proﬁts at any
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cost. Counterfeit, smuggled and illicit products hurt the consumers in many ways.
Personal care products, medicines, electronic goods, automobile parts and other
illicit goods can induce unsuspected human suﬀering and even death in many cases.
Most of these products do not conform to the established standards and thereby put
the consumers in harm's way. An example of this is from Nigeria where in 1995,
2500 Nigerians died from receiving a counterfeit Meningitis vaccine. Recently
INTERPOL, EUROPOL and many other agencies have issued alerts and warnings to
prepare for potential criminal activity in relation to falsiﬁcation, theft and illegal
advertising of Covid-19 and ﬂu vaccines.
Consumer awareness campaigns need to be intensiﬁed as many a times consumers
are unaware of what is a fake. Educating them about the detrimental impact of
purchasing such products, insisting on a bill with every purchase so on and so forth
can go a long way in dealing with this menace. In-addition FICCI CASCADE has been
organising competitions, candle-light congregations, rallies and cyclothons to create
awareness among the consumers. FICCI CASCADE over the years has also worked
closely with the enforcement agencies, law oﬃcials, youth and the Ministry of
Consumer Aﬀairs through the Jago Grahak Jago campaign to generate awareness on
this issue. With the Consumer Protection Act, 2019 coming into eﬀect it has also
provided the necessary impetus to consumer rights and protection along with
punishments for illegal trade practices and manufacture and sale of spurious goods.
In our country it is important to reach out to the state governments and address
speciﬁc issues faced by diﬀerent states. In this regard, FICCI CASCADE has engaged
with many state governments since the beginning of the pandemic and brainstormed
about the issues and the road ahead. The consumers remain at the heart of all our
initiatives. This session too focusses on them and their well-being. I'm conﬁdent that
the views, opinions and assessment of all the distinguished panellists will go a long
way as far as public health and safety being at the heart of our ﬁght against
counterfeiting, smuggling and illicit trade is concerned.
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ounterfeit and smuggled goods cause
human harm in many ways. Drug
manufacturers in particular and
consumers specially have to be
aware. This session will talk about
how industry and businesses are
taking care of consumer awareness
and what is the role of governments
and industry associations in curbing
this menace. With consumer
awareness of fakes and smuggled
being low, many consumers are
unaware that they are buying such
goods—and equally unaware of the
consequences. Consumers must be
emphasized on taking a bill on every
purchase and sellers on providing a
bill for every item sold. However,
with online commerce in boom now,
consumers are being provided with a
bill, but whether the item is genuine
or not remains a challenge. The
online platform owners have to be
careful that they are not passing on
spurious or fake products to
consumers. Continuous awareness
generation on the ill impact of
counterfeit, fake, spurious and
smuggled products will educate the
consumers about potential risks and
detrimental impact of buying and
using such products on oneself and
on the society.
It is important to understand that
counterfeits, smuggled and illegal
products cannot exist if consumers
reject them. It is in this direction
that FICCI's Committee Against
Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Activities Destroying the Economy
(CASCADE) has been working
relentlessly on generating consumer
awareness on this issue and has

Session Chair
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worked closely with the Ministry of Consumer Aﬀairs at the center under their Jago
Grahak Jago campaign.
The Indian Consumer Protection Act provides for 6 rights for the consumers as it is
across the world. The new act which amended the act of 1986 has a slew of
measures and tightens the existing rules to further safeguard consumer rights. The
government has set up a three-tier institution, NCDRC at the center, state
commissions at the state levels and 700 consumer dispute redressal centers at the
district level. These work in our country to address an important right of a
consumer that is dispute redressal between a buyer and a seller. Out of the
remaining 5 rights, 2 rights namely educating a consumer about a particular
product or service and hearing consumer complains properly comes within the
exclusive domain of industry and businesses. Trust that a brand builds with its
consumers is consumer empowerment through education and quick learning.
Accessible brand promoters to hear consumer complains and providing speedy
redressal is the key for industry and businesses. Remaining 3 rights of a consumer,
namely, safety of the product or a service, information of the product or service
that one uses and choice of the product or a service could be through combined
eﬀorts of the government including voluntary consumer associations and
industry/industry associations. So, both will have to come together along with
consumers for the consumers to get right information, know that it is safe and has
a choice of products and services. With the Consumer Protection Act 2019 coming
into eﬀect recently, it has also provided the necessary impetus to consumer rights
and protection along with generating awareness against malpractices of unfair
trade such as counterfeiting and smuggling. With this much-needed step from the
government of India, FICCI CASCADE is committed to work with concerned
stakeholders to protect consumers from unfair trade practices and address their
concerns.
All stakeholders must take advantage of opportunities to raise awareness of the
dangers of illicit goods among all consumers, especially the younger generations
still forming their purchasing habits. The youth of India being the country's future,
it becomes imperative to understand the power of the consumers of tomorrow.
With youngsters becoming a key stakeholder for advocating socially responsible
behaviour, FICCI CASCADE believes that it is important to bring them on board the
awareness campaign and through them inﬂuence the society as a whole. We
believe that an idea planted in their minds can become an instrument of change.
Anti-counterfeiting and anti-smuggling enforcement necessitate cooperation and
collaboration among all stakeholders. The response must be tactical, coordinated
and multifaceted, with all stakeholders acting in unison towards a common goal.
Challenges in enforcement will always remain a work in progress. However,
consumer awareness and empowerment will be the key. A trusted consumer could
be the best bet in securing a brand or an industry. Hence, Placing Public Health and
Safety at The Heart of The Fight Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting is vital more
so in the current scenario which creates an entirely new wave of threats and
consequences for consumers. This session has representatives from the
international and national organizations who have worked intensively and
extensively with consumers to ﬁght this menace and I'm sure that their views and
suggestions will go a long way in providing practical solutions to counter the impact
of this scourge especially when the situation has been compounded by the covid-19
pandemic.
Finally in the age of circular economy (resource eﬃciency) and artiﬁcial
intelligence, it is imperative that business and brand security strategies in the ﬁeld
are robust and dynamic. While challenges in enforcement will always remain,
consumer awareness and empowerment will be the key. An attitude of zero
tolerance for counterfeit and smuggled goods is the need of the hour. This is only
possible when industry comes forward and helps regulators and enforcers which
will lead to a win-win situation for stakeholders and eventually a trusted consumer,
which undoubtedly could be the best bet in securing a brand or an industry.
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Brand protection and consumer
protection go hand in hand. They
both are important from
consumers point of view. PUMA
enforces to protect its consumers.
It has a zero-tolerance policy at
the global level. It endeavours to
clean the market from counterfeits
and minimize the risk for its
consumers. PUMA has activated an
email address where several
consumers write to check the
authenticity of items and gives
response to the customer queries
as fast as possible. Consumers,
therefore, are very important for
companies which help them to ﬁnd
the bad actors, location where the
illicit products are being sold and
distributed. PUMA also educates
the young people by engaging with
them at the school and college
level, increasing their knowhow on
such crimes and infringements, the
consequences of buying
counterfeits and how to distinguish

Ms. Ulla Sieber
IP Counsel, PUMA SE

Mr. Anuj Bedi
Legal Counsel – Brand Protection
PUMA Sports India Pvt Ltd

between fake and genuine
products. The sporting goods
industry is another industry which
is severely plagued by
counterfeiting and illicit products.
Social media has also become a
problem area for the organization
especially during the pandemic
where several counterfeit goods
were sold online. So, it was
important to regularly monitor
and clean it. On a monthly basis
the infringement value of PUMA's
goods is about one hundred
thousand USD, on a yearly basis it
turns to be more than a million
USD. If all these products that
have been sold as counterfeit
would have been brought genuine
from PUMA, it would have made,
speciﬁcally in this region about 45 million USD a year.
Social Media (incl. Facebook,
Instagram) is one of the biggest
platforms for sale of counterfeit
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goods these days With regards to engagement with enforcers,
PUMA does oﬄine and online enforcement and regularly train
enforcement authorities on how to distinguish between fake
and genuine. It also conducts market service and identiﬁes
traders and manufacturers indulging in illicit manufacturing
and take civil and
criminal actions
accordingly. Recently
the oﬃce of the
United states
president released a
list mentioning the
most notorious
markets in India
which has existed for
several years now.
Consumers need to
be aware and need to
check before buying
any products from
such markets. As the
world has gone online, the markets too have gone online with
counterfeiters also going online as well. Marketplaces like
Facebook, Instagram etc have become major players play
areas where the counterfeiters have started targeting the
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consumers. Consumers, being unaware of the predators on these markets who try to
be genuine, are in due course cheated with fake goods by these notorious players.
Consumer laws which have been revamped in 2019 empowers consumers. It is
hoped that it greatly beneﬁts the genuine manufacturers and consumers. PUMA's
products at the face of it do not pose grave risks to consumer health but it may
because it is not sure of what materials and chemicals are being used in counterfeits
of the same which may lead to severe skin diseases and allergies.
ACHIEVEMENTS

Monthly Infringement Valuation Estimates

$110,948.03
Yearly Infringement Valuation Estimates

$1,331,376.41
Yearly PUMA's Products Valuation

$3,377,413.53
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NIFAB is a French Association of
about 200 companies with the
mission of providing legal assistance
to its members, custom &police
oﬃcer training, addressing
counterfeiting in online
marketplaces and consumer
awareness regarding eﬀects and
consequences of counterfeit goods
on the health and security. UNIFAB
also manages the one and only
museum in Paris which is of
counterfeit products. Consumer is
the last link in counterfeiting chain
but unfortunately is the ﬁrst victim.
Hence safeguarding consumers and
sensitizing them on the issue is of
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prime importance. The last edition of UNIFAB's annual awareness campaign raised
awareness of 17 billion people. Such large numbers were possible due to strategic
partnerships from stakeholders such as Facebook, Instagram Google etc. As
everyone knows that the COVID19 pandemic has not slowed down the phenomenon
of counterfeiting and smuggling, on the contrary it has signiﬁcantly increased. Illicit
goods in the markets especially on the Internet represents a turnover rate of 19
billion euros. Apart from counterfeit and smuggled goods being available in the
physical world it is now easily oﬀered on the Internet and particularly on virtual
marketplaces such as the social media platforms. Consumers must be extremely
aware of the worrying counterfeit products on ecommerce in order to avoid being
fooled. The pandemic gave counterfeiters ideas and they quickly adapted to the
scenario and started producing anti epidemic products without any regards for
public health or consumer security. According to a French oﬃcial survey 37% of
French consumers have already bought a fake product thinking that it was a
genuine one.
During this time our ﬁght against illicit needs to be strengthened more than ever.
The French National Assembly understood the urgency and released a report
recently which included concrete propositions to ﬁght counterfeits, which currently
represents almost 3.3% oﬀ world trade and costed8 billion euros to the French
economy and an employment loss of 14,000. The report also highlights several
elements such as nomination of a person responsible of IP rights within national
governments, the administrative procedure for warning and blocking fraudulent
websites, adaptation of legal environment to increase international ecommerce
platform by attribution of judicial chambers for large disputes related to
ecommerce. It further, suggests the possibility for right holders to ﬁght their cases
online and the limitation of rotation of magistrates in specialist position linked to IP
and disputes
relating to
ecommerce.
The inclusion of
counterfeiting in
the European
Union political
road map with
Europol and
European AntiFraud oﬃce and
the recognition
of the
responsibility of
the ecommerce
platforms on
social networks
with regards to
the sale of counterfeit products is a key step forward to address the problem which
has spiked during the pandemic. UNIFAB and its members will continue to work
closely with all stakeholders to ﬁght this menace.
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arico is India's leading consumer
goods company operating in the
beauty and wellness space
headquartered in Mumbai. It has
presence over 25 countries and
emerging markets of Asia and Africa.
Marico has a turnover of more than
7000 crores and touches lives of one
out of every 3 Indians through a wide
variety of products that it has.

With regards to unfair competition,
Marico takes focused enforcement
action while engaging with several
independent investigative agencies.
It also works closely with its sales
teams in identifying leads. These
leads are investigated independently
by agencies and the products and
samples that are collected are tested
for quality and identiﬁed if the
suspected products are counterfeits
or not. Subsequently, it is followed by
actions that could be both civil and
criminal. Cases of reﬁling of its
popular hair oil has been rampant and
widely reported recently. This shows
the eminent risk posed to public
health and safety. To address this
threat, Marico continuously scans
markets, gather leads, and take
criminal actions against such acts.
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Marico's Project Up cycle is a unique anti-counterfeiting and sustainability initiative.
For any counterfeiting initiative, the key to success is to eliminate the illicit
manufacture and that is the essence of project up cycle. It was found that
counterfeits of Marico's product Nihar Natural Jasmine hair oil were plagued in West
Bengal's 24 parganas. Noting that most of the counterfeiting was done through
reﬁlling, an initiative was taken by Marico to engage with the aggregators and collect
the used bottles at the source itself. The project included engagement with the scrap
dealers where all the empty, used bottles were there. This was primarily the source
for counterfeiters where they purchased the bottles from the scrap dealers and used
it for reﬁlling. Secondly, the entire lot of the bottles procured by the scrap dealers
ware shredded and converted into pallets which were used at Marico's factory for
storage purpose. From the counterfeiting point of view, Marico has curtailed the
source of the counterfeiters by limiting the availability of these bottles which
otherwise were being used for reﬁling. From this sustainability point of view, it had a
huge positive impact. Several tons of plastic which would have ended in landﬁlls and
water bodies was also limited through this initiative, curtailing the negative impact of
plastic waste on environment.
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QUARANTINING COUNTERFEITING
AND SMUGGLING – ACCELERATE
ACTION AGAINST CRIMINALS

Changes in the
modus operandi
of organized
criminal groups
triggered by the
COVID-19
pandemic

Cybercrime a
growing
coronacrimeIncreased cyberattacks, and
online scams
aimed to proﬁt
from the global
health concern

Turning
intelligence into
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sharing
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uarantineis a word we all have
heard so much about over the
past 10 months or so that I want
you all to think what wonders
quarantining illicit trade would
do. Illicit trade is the fuel that
drives some of the most lethal
terror organisations like Al
Qaeda, Taliban, Hezbollah, ISIS
and many more. These
organisations use the proceeds
from illicit trade to give shape to
their sinister plans and
unfortunately end up
implementing many of them.

Welcome Address

Mr. Anil Rajput
Chairman, FICCI CASCADE

According to the UNODC, the proﬁts that the transnational organised crime
derived from the shadow industries have been estimated to be as high as $
870 billion which is equivalent to 1.5% of the global GDP. As the situation
has changed over the past many months, so has the strategy of the those
engaged in illicit trade. They are now exploiting the e-commerce platform
through cybercrime and gaining access to sensitive and conﬁdential
information which many top companies are increasingly keeping in the cloud
or drive format. They are ﬂooding the computers with fake sites, selling
counterfeit, smuggled and illicit goods. thereby duping the customer or
providing sub-standard products and eventually using this money to fuel the
terror machine. These people have also made deep inroads into popular
pandemic products like sanitizers, face masks, PPE Kits, medicine,
disinfectants, toiletries and much more. This requires our absolute attention
and collective eﬀorts to quell such nefarious agendas is the need of the hour.
FICCI CASCADE has been working closely with the enforcement agencies,
raising the issue of increasing their mandate, advocating speedy and strict
punitive action against the counterfeiters and smugglers, and making an
example out of them. It has also been engaging the state governments with
the aim of greater awareness and increasing the ability of enforcement
agencies to counter the speciﬁc threats emanating from the spread of illicit
trade in diﬀerent parts of the country.
I am conﬁdent that concerted eﬀorts will yield the desired results and
looking at the panellists and their collective wisdom, I'm sure there will be
qualitative and far-reaching takeaways from the deliberations in this session.
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s we know the mantra of Covid 19 is
quarantine that adds up to a 4-pillar
strategy i.e. identify, test, isolate and
treat. In the connect of quarantining
criminals, a similar strategy is adopted
– identifying, isolating, and punishing
the criminals. Every country is
confronted with the problem of
counterfeiting and smuggling. The
degree however varies from country to
country. Some countries are known for
producing counterfeit goods and
illegally trading them. While the routes
of smuggling are known, the types of
products vulnerable to counterfeiting
are also known. The European Union
Intellectual Property Oﬃce has stated
that that trade and counterfeit and
pirated goods has raised steadily in the
past few years and now stands at 3.3%
of global trade.
As per another study counterfeiting has
been damaging the global economy to
the tune of 323 billion dollars. Because
of this, genuine business entities lose
business, government lose tax
revenues and further a study by FICCI
CASCADE reveals that this leads to loss
of employment generation as well.
Even with such huge impact we have
we not succeeded. At the international
level, there is a close cooperation
among agencies such as WCO,
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INTERPOL, OECD, WHO and WIPO. Such counterfeiting trends among the global
pandemic prompted the customs administration and the health regulatory authorities
from 90 countries with the collaboration of the Interpol and WCO to take part in
collective action against illicit sale of medicines and medical products termed as
OPERATION PANGEA.
Similarly national agencies have entered into MOUs with their counterparts. Indian
customs have bilateral agreements with not only their counterparts, but also with
the specialized agencies such as UK, MHRA (Medical Healthcare Regulatory Agency),
Customs and Border Protection of the US, and with other agencies with almost 41
countries. Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) of India has helped their
counterparts in abroad in seizing huge consignments of contraband products,
including spurious cigarettes and drugs. DRI is a lead agency which has bravely
fought against the smugglers during the Corona pandemic and has aﬀected seizures
of gold, narcotic, drugs, cigarettes, and many other items. At the domestic level, DRI
has set up SCord, national anti-smuggling coordination centre, with 21 agencies to
coordinate their activities against smuggling. This is a unique example to improve
inter-agency cooperation. In case of narcotics and fake Indian currencies, there are
similar coordination mechanisms. There is a need for setting up a similar setup for
counterfeit goods, calling it Ccord with all the stakeholders to battle counterfeiting
eﬀectively.
There is also need for close cooperation between police and customs which will
generate a lot of intelligence on the organized smugglers and counterfeiters. In the
ﬁeld of IPR, like the recordation and enforcement tool - IPM, which was initially
developed by
WCO, Indian
customs has
developed a more
robust application
to help the
enforcement
agencies and
protecting the
rights of the
right-holders. In
this management
system, almost
90% of the cargo
is cleared without
physical
examination by
the custom oﬃcers, so it is very important that industry shares their feedback and
inputs with the customs so that the risk parameters are modiﬁed dynamically to
make it more eﬀective. Hence, there is a need for business and industry to partner
with the government to combat this menace. Eﬀective enforcement action through
greater industry and government partnership will act as a vaccine and the general
public will be activated to produce antibodies against the virus called counterfeiting
and smuggling.
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nterpol covers all IP crimes, food safety,
pharmaceuticals, trademark
infringement, and digital piracy
including smuggling of products. Any
product can be counterfeited and
falsiﬁed and the proﬁt from these
crimes go on to fund other organised
crime. Interpol conducts a lot of
conferences for raising awareness. It
also carries out regional operations
which is smaller and more targeted on
speciﬁc products and areas. In
response to Covid 19, lot of criminals
have moved to covid related crimes. As
things related to COVID become
important, criminals move to
counterfeiting for mask, sanitizers,
testing kits, illicit vaccines. Non delivery
fraud is also one of the largest frauds
on the online space where fraudsters
oﬀer products but do not have them in
actuality. Cases of fake vaccine
certiﬁcates are also being seen and as a
result of it several countries are trying
to put together a notice to warn against
this trend. Cybercrime is the largest
crime which Interpol is facing and
trying to address during covid times.
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To address the issue of
counterfeits and illicit,
public private partnerships
plays an important part
and to this Interpol Is
partnering with various
private entities to spread
the message that no
legitimate vaccines are
going to be sold online.
During such a pandemic,
law enforcement should
share information /
intelligence among other
law enforcement agencies
across the world. Interpol's
Operation Vigilant
Interdiction (VI) is aimed
to prepare for illicit
vaccines before it hits the
market. Operation VI
included webinars, and
industry engagement with companies who have put their vaccines in
the market or are about to do so. Key points of operation VI included
national operational planning, response planning, analysing
intelligence, understanding previous current and future trends, PPP,
support and tangible results. Interpol will continue its global eﬀort to
combat illicit vaccines and crimes in general.
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eculiar criminal dynamics have been
noticed during the Covid 19
pandemic. The covid 19 pandemic has
been a historical moment
characterized by the rapid spread of
the pandemic that took the civil
society and crime by surprise.
The lockdown period which included a
series of containment measures led to
an overall decrease of crimes. The
decrease was mainly because of the
inability to move out and hence
criminal acts such as drug traﬃcking
could not happen. However, other
online crimes increased during the
lockdown period. The current phase
has a series of restrictive measures in
a situation of economic crisis despite
suﬀering of the people. In this
context, the critical issue of public
order and security are primarily due
to organized crime. During this period
in Italy, cyber crimes have increased
by 35%. The pandemic has oﬀered an
opportunity for fast cash as criminals
who have exploited citizens' anxieties
and shortfall of goods. Taking
advantage of the situation, criminals
produced and distributed substandard
goods of products which are used in
the ﬁght against the virus including
medical equipment's, masks,
sanitizers, test kits, disinfectants and
anti virals. Transaction involving the

exchange of medical products was in high demand andhence led to greater
organized crime in such products. Some criminal groups also focussed on counterfeit
food items because of citizens' fear of food shortage during such uncertain times.
Guardia di Finanza, in this context, have addressed custom frauds, transnational
illicit traﬃcking of medical devices, operation The Net (Internet Protocol Television
Fraud) etc.
Regarding smuggling during this period, Guardia di Finanza has also intensiﬁed
investigative actions concerning tobacco smuggling. Key recommendations were as
follows:
1.

Monitoring the full web

2.

Support international cooperation

3.

Stipulate memoranda with signiﬁcant ecommerce groups

4.

Collaboration with companies operating in ﬁnancial services

5.

Collaboration agreements with express courier companies
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n India, during the lockdown, there
was a dip in the crime rate initially. It
was during this period that the country
also witnessed the migrant issue where
migrants started walking back home
from the national capital. Delhi police
was at the forefront of tackling this
issue by providing food, shelter and
ensured that the situation was kept
under control. Subsequently, Delhi
police had to also enforce social
distancing norms and wearing of masks
among the population. Amid this there
was an uptake in the crime rate. This
was primarily due to joblessness of
several people and daily wage earners.
During this time, police arrested
several ﬁrst-timers who were venturing
into criminal activities. The online
marketplace also saw an inﬂux of
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counterfeits and spurious products and hence a lot of cases were also being
reported in this area as well.
For the police, priority for crimes of counterfeiting and other forms of illicit trade is
far less when compared to other heinous crimes and maintenance of law and order.
Although several complaints are being registered for economic oﬀences such as
counterfeiting and smuggling but still, addressing this issue lacks urgency for the
police forces. However, such activities should not be treated as victimless crimes
and hence, should not be placed at a lower end of priority. For example, when a
ﬁre takes place due to a counterfeit or spurious electrical part, not only the
property is lost,
but several lives
are also lost in
due course.
Hence greater
importance
should be
attributed to
these crimes.
Counterfeit
vaccines will be
another area
which might pose
a huge problem
in the coming
days which will not only be harmful to a particular person, but it will also impact
herd immunity which we are aiming at. Public awareness is increasing, and It is
heartening to see that. Many of the police seizures which have been taken place,
are because of cooperation from the people. An area where the police is facing a
challenge is with regards to the the storage of seized counterfeit/smuggled
products – be it in liquor, cigarettes, electronic products and drugs. The storage
capacity is limited, but for conviction, prosecution of the oﬀenders, these have to
be produced in the court which becomes an issue. The court procedure must be
simpliﬁed. Photographs or some alternatives, rather than producing the entire lot
of seizures for evidence should be thought of. Also, copyright and trademark
oﬀences, are bailable. It is important to note that some of these crimes involves
loss of lives. Hence, where lives are getting aﬀected, non bailable provision needs
to be brought in. The tenure for punishment is also from 6 months to 3 years
where criminals are hardly given a 3-year sentence. Moreover, the conviction rate
is also very low because trial period is long. It has also been seen that
complainants at times are only interested in raids and seizures of counterfeit goods
and not in conviction. A summary or short trial with greater punishment is needed
which will act as a deterrent against such crimes.
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ublic Private Partnership and
information sharing are key
issues in addressing crimes
related to counterfeiting and
smuggling. These issues are
not only important to the
Indian economic prosperity but
to social progress and
international security. As illicit
trade increases, not only in
India, but globally, it is
becoming important that we
work cross-borders to
dismantle the bad actors who
are engaged in smuggling,
traﬃcking and are involved in
various contraband activities. It
is not only the public health
dimension, but it also becomes
a threat multiplier. We have
heard about Lashkar, Al Qaeda,

Taliban, Hezbollah and how more and more criminal organizations are
diversifying to illicit portfolios that engage beyond narcotics and human
traﬃcking in a very proﬁtable business. If we look at the D Company or
the land cartels, the criminal penetration to institutions and corruptions,
are creating greater insecurity and instability across the globe. Hence it
becomes very important that we work cross border, cross sectors to
address the wicked eﬀects of the threat emanating from illicit trade. The
diversiﬁcation during Covid 19 to PPE, medicines or vaccines have been
very proﬁtable enterprise for criminals in plying their illicit and fake
products. But again, as more of these illicit wealth garners more
possibilities and opportunities for criminals, it ﬁnances greater insecurities
and instabilities in many of our markets. It is not only 7 billion dollars in
proceeds of organized crimes that we are looking at, but when we factor
in corruption and money laundering, we are looking at several trillions of
dollars that are being made by these bad actors and criminal
organizations. Some reports put that to 9-15% of the global GDP. It is not
only the retail market, where the illicits are going around. In fact, there is
a report of the cyber security ventures, that crimes relating to cyber
security will double every 5 years. This is unfortunate for people around
the world who get online and are easily exploited by various criminal
actors. Report further estimates that cyber crime might reach to 10.5
trillion dollars by 2025.
Criminal organizations are determined to make lots of money with no
consideration for health or Government institutions. Undoubtedly, these
issues are very complex and requires not only leadership, but innovation
and partnerships to address it. Business at OECD is working to elevate
public private partnerships across regions, cross markets to leverage
capabilities across sectors. This can help law enforcement and market
intelligence to disrupt criminal networks. We have brought out several
evidence-based report and we continue to mobilize energies to work with
several industry partners to disrupt illicit trade in their particular sectors.
In addition to counterfeit goods, we are also working with international
communities on the role of ecommerce and online markets fuelling illicit
trade - an issue that is not nation speciﬁc. The transit, demand, markets
are critical and so the misuse of containerships are very important. We
are also looking at free trade zone in their role of illicit trade where
criminals are exploiting and abusing free trade zones to conduct their
criminality. Moreover, Business at OECD continues to target the issue of
corruption that feeds illicit trade and acts as an enabler, working cross
communities - both in Government and outside of it. Actionable
intelligence is very important. Information sharing is critical for us to not
only collect and penalize, but also to pinpoint criminals and diﬀerent
markets in which they operate. Technology, whether it is blockchain or AI
can really help us to do more especially in issues such as trade-based
money laundering. Bad actors exploit through under or over valuation. So,
it is vital to work together and monitor the risk. Finally, it is important
that we educate the public on not only the scale but how on a daily basis,
illicit trade can hurt them and take a toll on human lives.
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ontinuous awareness
generation on the ill
impact of counterfeit,
fake, spurious and smuggled
products will educate the
consumers about the
potential risks and
detrimental impact of buying
and using such products on
oneself and on the society. In
order to undertake this
activity, further impetus is
needed to the Ministry of
Consumer Aﬀairs campaign
"JagoGrahakJago", by
including a campaign with
reference to fake, smuggled
and spurious products. The
campaign could highlight the
following:

l

l

l
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Taking a bill on every
purchase. This will ensure
that the product is genuine
and tax paid.
Every time a counterfeit or
smuggled good is
purchased, the country is
cheated of revenue and the
consumer is fooled into
believing that what he or
she is buying is genuine as
only genuine and authentic
products ensure quality,
purity and safety.
Illegal trade involving
counterfeiting and
smuggling has far reaching
impact on the economic
growth of the country,
increases black money, has
linkages to terrorism, leads
to environmental
degradation, and lowers
research and development.
With every purchase on bill
consumers are making this
nation tax compliant and
doing their part towards
progressive nation building.

All stakeholders must take
advantage of opportunities to
raise awareness of the
dangers of illicit goods
especially among the younger
generations who are still
forming their purchasing
habits. The youth of India
being the country's future, it
becomes imperative to
understand the power of the
consumers of tomorrow. With
youngsters becoming a key
stakeholder for advocating

resolution) mechanism whenever
the oﬀence is compoundable.
l

socially responsible behaviour, it is
important to teach them on this
subject as a part of their school
education by including a chapter on
smuggling and counterfeiting in their
curriculum.
n

The temptation of acquiring
counterfeit and smuggled goods is
given an impetus by the low prices at
which these goods are available to the
detriment of the genuine products
manufactured by the domestic and
legitimate industry. It is therefore
necessary, that we reduce this gap
and make dealing in and possessing
illicit goods not economically viable.
This is to be achieved by introducing
and enhancing, in law, the requisite
deterrents to dissuade those indulging
in it.
l

An essential element for an eﬀective
enforcement of any law is
expeditious investigating of cases
and ensuring prosecution in a time
bound manner. To ensure
expeditious completion of
adjudication proceedings in such
cases, it may be prescribed that
adjudication proceedings as far as
possible must be completed within
one year after its initiation. With a
view to reduce the number of
adjudication and prosecution
proceedings there is a need to put in
place the ADR (alternate dispute

l

l

l

The police face a limitation with the
storage capacity of seized products.
However, for conviction, prosecution
of the oﬀenders, these have to be
produced in the court which
becomes an issue. The court
procedure must be simpliﬁed.
Photographs or some alternatives,
rather than producing the entire lot
of seizures for evidence could be
considered.
Recognize counterfeiting as a
criminal oﬀence under IPC. Extant
bail provisions are not severe - bail
to be granted on execution of
exorbitant security so that it
becomes very diﬃcult for illegal
operators to undertake such activity.
It is important to note that some of
these crimes involves loss of lives.
Hence, where lives are getting
aﬀected, non bailable provision
needs to be brought in. For repeat
oﬀenders making the oﬀence nonbailable may be considered.
The tenure for punishment is also
from 6 months to 3 years where
criminals are hardly given a 3-year
sentence. Imprisonment should be
more rigorous than at present.
Could be enhanced the punishment
to 1 - 5 years.
The conviction rate is also very low
because trial period is long. A
summary or short trial with greater
punishment is needed which will act
as a deterrent against such crimes.
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A co-ordinated action is the need of
the hour. No single company or sector
can ﬁght counterfeiting and smuggling
alone. Legitimate manufacturers hold
the information necessary to
distinguish their products from the
fakes on the market. E-commerce
platforms hold information about the
third-party sellers dealing in
fake/spurious products. Search
providers have a broad view of how
actors can move across diﬀerent
platforms. Payment providers are a
critical piece of tracing illicit gains to
the criminals and cutting oﬀ their
access. Input from each of these
sources is necessary to allow both the
government and private sector to
have full insight into the paths of illicit
goods and to track those responsible.
In order to achieve this, we need to:
l

l

l

l
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There is a need to further and
continual sensitisation of the
judiciary and law enforcement
agencies on the menace of
counterfeiting and smuggling so that
the violators do not take advantage
of technicalities.

Develop new mechanisms for
collaborative information sharing on
any illicit (counterfeiting&
smuggling) activity online.
Create new programs or
certiﬁcations, such as "veriﬁed"
product listings.
"Know Your Customer" policy can
have a positive eﬀect on ensuring
safety and legitimacy.
When sites are found to be peddling
counterfeit or illicit products or false
information, domain name registrars
should, immediately upon notice
from law enforcement or trusted

third parties, lock and suspend
those domain names.
l

From a policy perspective, it is
imperative that we develop
jurisprudence on contributory
trademark infringement. By ﬁxing
liability on an entity that may be
held liable for selling counterfeits
even though they do not actually
engage in the actual oﬀending
activity

n

The Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence has set up SCord,
national anti-smuggling coordination
centre, with 21 agencies to coordinate
their activities against smuggling. This
is a unique example to improve interagency cooperation. In case of
narcotics and fake Indian currencies,
there are similar coordination
mechanisms. There is a need for
setting up a similar setup for
counterfeit goods, calling it CCord
with all the stakeholders to battle
counterfeiting eﬀectively.

n

The Government of India at all levels
has introduced laws that are not only
compliant with our international
obligations but are in many ways
progressive. However due to the
complexity and alarming growth of
the illicit trade more
intergovernmental eﬀorts and public
private alliances are needed to
identify approaches leading to the
development of a holistic strategy.
Reviewing current legislations relating
to smuggling counterfeiting piracy,
using latest technology to aid security
forces and enforcement agenciesand
allocating of more ﬁnancial and
human resources to counter this
activity are some areas where
adequate thrust can be given.
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t has now been established beyond doubt that
illicit trade is growing exponentially, and is
increasingly putting the individual, societies
and economies in harm’s way. It is called the
invisible enemy, a pure evil, that causes immense
damage and compromises the safety and security
of nations world over by fuelling the terror machine
and organised crime networks.
Welcome Address

Mr. Anil Rajput
Chairman, FICCI CASCADE
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According to several estimates, the global
economy is losing more than US$2 trillion annually
due to smuggling, counterfeiting and other forms of
illicit trade. Nations are increasingly recognizing
the threat posed by this illegal business and are
intensifying their eﬀorts to create an eﬀective
deterrence against such activities. In India, FICCI
CASCADE (Committee Against Smuggling and
Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the Economy)

is at the forefront of generating awareness on the detrimental impact of
smuggled, contraband and counterfeit products amongst the consumers and
citizens, building capacities of law enforcement agencies, proposing reforms,
sharing best practices and providing knowledge and support to the industry
members about this menace.
Over the years, FICCI CASCADE has been encouraged by the support of several
international organizations which have worked assiduously in addressing this
issue at the global level, and this eventually led to the emergence of MASCRADE
(Movement Against Smuggled and Counterfeit Trade) in 2013. Since its inception,
institutions such as WIPO, UNODC, Interpol, OECD, WCO, UKIPO, USPTO, US
Department of Homeland Security, JETRO, Australian Border Protection, TRACIT,
HMRC, Italian Law Enforcement and others have joined hands with this initiative
to ﬁght and heighten our response against illicit trade.
MASCRADE has been the only forum in India which has played a pivotal role in
creating awareness about the horrifying magnitude of this danger, ﬁnd tangible
solutions and chalk out a sustainable road map to blunt the impact of this unholy
activity. In addition, with the objective of encouraging and acknowledging the work
of our law enforcement agencies, each year MASCRADE and FICCI CASCADE
felicitate the best performing oﬃcers for their outstanding achievement in the
prevention of counterfeiting and smuggling, and enforcement of anti-smuggling
and anti-counterfeiting laws.
Every year this dialogue has focussed on diﬀerent facets of illicit trade and has
tried to address it in the best possible manner. The previous six editions included:
1) ‘Trade in Counterfeit, Pirated and Smuggled Goods- A Threat to India’s
National Security and Economy’ (September 2013)
2) ‘Illicit Trade- Threat to National Security and Economy’ (January 2016)
3) ‘Illicit Cross Border Trade in Goods- Impact on Economy and Consumers’
(December 2016)
4) ‘Protect Your Brand Globally Fight Counterfeiting, Smuggling and Piracy’
(October 2017)
5) ‘Ensuring Brand Security for Sustained Businesses and Employment
Generation’ (November 2018)
6) Containing Counterfeiting, Smuggling and Piracy: A Winning Strategy
(September 2019)
This year, the theme of the conference was ‘Impact of Counterfeiting and
Smuggling on Personal Health and Safety’. After the deadly run of the Covid-19
virus world over in 2020, and its severe consequences that we continue to face in
all dimensions of life, it became critical to understand and gauge the impact of
smuggling and counterfeiting on public health and safety in the backdrop of the
pandemic. While governments across nations were committed to ﬁghting the
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coronavirus, the criminals viewed this crisis as an opportunity to expand and
intensify their illegal operations. MASCRADE 2021 therefore intended to devise
actionable and innovative solutions to reverse the rising tide of counterfeit,
smuggled and spurious products. It was also important to generate increased
awareness amongst stakeholders, and underscore the point, that if the spread of
illicit trade is not checked, the consequences will be disastrous for societies and
economies alike, especially in a post COVID era. It also became important to
expose the proponents of illicit trade, and their complete disregard for humanity
and ethics even when the world reeled under this tragedy.
With health taking centre stage over the past year, this edition of MASCRADE
was inaugurated by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Health Minister of India. The
minister highlighted how the methods by which spurious, misbranded, and
adulterated drugs which enter the distribution channel have become complex,
and how the industry must play an active role to help identify and plug these
loopholes. He also agreed that reviewing current regulations related to smuggling
and counterfeiting, using latest technology to aid security forces and enforcement
agencies, raising the penalties for those committing this crime, along with
allocation of more ﬁnancial and human resources to counter this activity are
important areas where adequate thrust should be given.
The two-day event which was held on January 21-22 witnessed wide participation
from policymakers and stakeholders. Key issues such as Illicit trade amid public
health crisis, ﬂagging morale of genuine industry, placing public health and safety
at the heart of the ﬁght against smuggling and counterfeiting, funding of terrorism
by illicit trade, to accelerating action against criminals were discussed in detail.
The forum also shared the best practices which have borne positive results to
contain this problem and promoted the need for international enforcement
cooperation which is vital for nations to mitigate this challenge. I am also of the
ﬁrm belief that strong indigenous brands, are bound to reduce the country’s
dependence on foreign products, they will also subsequently demotivate the
advocates of illicit trade by considerably reducing the footprint of foreign products
in India, and eventually severely denting their proﬁts and lowering their morale.
With top class ideation during MASCRADE 21, I have no doubt in my mind that in
the times ahead, we will be able to make steady and meaningful headway in
understanding, engaging, and considerably lowering the detrimental impact of
illicit trade on the ﬁnancial, industrial, and societal health of our country. The IMF
has recently projected an impressive 11.5% growth rate for India in 2021, making
India the only major economy of the world to register a double-digit growth this
year. However, we cannot aﬀord to lower our guard, and need to stay ahead of
the curve while dealing with this enemy that remains unfazed and extremely
determined.
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PARTNERS
Platinum Partner

The Amazon.in marketplace is operated by Amazon Seller Services Private Ltd, an afliate of Amazon.com,
Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN). Amazon.in seeks to build the most customer-centric online destination for customers
to nd and discover virtually anything they want to buy online by giving them more of what they want – vast
selection, low prices, fast and reliable delivery, and a trusted and convenient experience; and provide sellers
with a world-class e-commerce marketplace.
Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention,
commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Amazon strives to be Earth’s Most CustomerCentric Company, Earth’s Best Employer, and Earth’s Safest Place to Work. Customer reviews, 1-Click
shopping, personalized recommendations, Prime, Fulllment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing,
Kindle, Career Choice, Fire tablets, Fire TV, Amazon Echo, Alexa, Just Walk Out technology, Amazon Studios,
and The Climate Pledge are some of the things pioneered by Amazon.

Partners

In July 2003, ITC made a foray into the biscuits
market by launching the Sunfeast range of biscuits.
Since then, Sunfeast biscuits have always stood for
quality and are known for offering innovative and
wholesome biscuits. Sunfeast connotes happiness,
contentment, satisfaction and pleasure.

Caring for the world, one person at a time has
inspired and united the people of Johnson &
Johnson for over 130 years. We embrace research
and science — bringing innovative ideas, products
and services to advance the health and well-being of
people.
With $81.6 billion in 2018 sales, Johnson & Johnson
is the world’s most comprehensive and broadlybased manufacturer of health care products, as well
as a provider of related services, for the consumer,
pharmaceutical, and medical devices markets.
There are more than 250 Johnson & Johnson
operating companies employing over 125,000
people and with products touching the lives of over a
billion people every day, throughout the world.
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Swati Srivastava De

Kashifa Hasan

Joint Director
swati.srivastava@ﬁcci.com

Senior Assistant Director
kashifa.hasan@ﬁcci.com
+91-11-23487528

cascade@ﬁcci.com
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